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Abstract
The author traces the development of modern and artistic themes in
metalwork of the Western world throughout the twentieth century. The argument
is that metalsmithing from 1900 to 2000 reacted to the rapid mechanization and
the technological developments of the period. The results are uniquely modern,
and differ immensely from the work done before the Industrial Revolution. The
twentieth century was thus a period in which the styles changed dramatically but
also had common themes. Through careful examination, the author points out
these commonalities, and concludes that technology has pushed the field of
contemporary handmade metalsmithing out of the crafts and into the realm of the
fine arts.
The thesis is an introduction to twentieth-century metalsmithing, with
particular emphasis on the Bauhaus metal workshop and the 1930s through the
1950s. Some information on the Art and Crafts movement and Art Nouveau is
included, mainly to create a historical context for the areas of focus that follow.
Information on styles and movements in jewelry from the 1960s onwards is
limited, because the author believes Arts and Crafts, Art Nouveau and the New
Jewelry movement are better covered in other articles and books than the midtwentieth century is.
Primary sources are used wherever possible, and many references to
original artworks are made.
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Preface
I have written this thesis for a wide audience, though I assume a certain
degree of interest in and familiarity with art history. This in the hopes of making
the research I have done accessible to a large group of people who will appreciate
the creativity and ingenuity of handmade metalwork in the modern world.
Included in this group are metalsmiths, who will, I hope, learn something from
this thesis that will encourage further scholarly discourse on this topic.
Before I go further, I would like to clarify my usage of several terms. I use
metalsmithing to mean the field in which metalsmiths work and, since the pieces
made by metalsmiths compose the record of this field, the work done by
metalsmiths as a group. Metalsmiths are the people creating the metal objects. For
the sake of variety I also use the words metalwork and metalworkers for metal
objects and metalsmiths. Jewelry, hollowware, and flatware are all different types
of metalwork. I trust the audience can divine what I mean by jewelry, which is an
object made of metal, stones, enamel and a variety of other materials that is
intended to be worn. Hollowware consists of the countless hollow forms a
metalsmith might make: from cups, bowls and teapots to abstract vessel forms
and boxes. Flatware comprises utensils such as forks, spoons, and knives—not all
necessarily utilitarian. These terms should be relatively easy to understand by
their context, and I include my take on them here simply because Webster’s
dictionary has yet to adopt some of them into its pantheon.
I have done my best to find primary sources, as these have proven to be, as
one would expect, the main source of new knowledge. Beyond this, I have also
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read several texts that have not been widely distributed or have not been
published in English. The new details garnered from these sources are primarily
dates and names that do not change the basic history of twentieth-century
metalsmithing to any great extent. They do provide a clearer picture of what
happened when. I feel this is important, and have made a point of including the
most complete information I could where I have noticed shaky ground in other
works. Much of this sort of information is in the section of the Bauhaus, where
each scholar seems to tell a different story. In this section, I have deferred to the
most recent publications that follow the few primary sources I have found
translated into English, as well as the few pages that I was able to have translated
from the Bauhaus-Archiv’s book on the metal workshop. By sharing the fact that
these are new contributions, I am in reality begging the reader to forgive me for
any list of names or group of dates that seems overly tedious or lengthy. I hope
instead that you will utter some blissful cry at the specificity of it all.
In general, I feel this thesis is unique in that it concentrates on twentiethcentury metalsmithing as a whole. Other works that focus on the twentieth
century often speak generally of the crafts as a whole, and only briefly cover each
medium. Historical and critical writing that does solely consider metalsmithing
has tended to be either too focused or not focused enough to provide a good
overview of the twentieth century. There are works covering the history of
metalwork from the Bronze Age to the 1990s and there are works that analyze just
the past few decades, but not much that looks at the previous century as a whole.
It is my belief that it was a very cohesive period that shows a slow and steady
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development of distinctly modern themes, a fact that reveals itself clearly only by
separating it out from the other centuries.
I do not feel other writers have made a mistake in writing about
metalsmithing in the context of all the crafts, as a long overview from the Bronze
Age to the modern era, or even just as an in-depth analysis of the past few
decades. The crafts as a whole share many aspects, especially the distinction of
being utilitarian, decorative, and artistic, and ought to be written about in an allencompassing manner. This informs the craftspeople of each medium about the
various histories, ideas and methods of working from each of the other crafts
areas. Such information strengthens the crafts community and encourages growth.
Likewise, to look at the history of metalsmithing from its very inception up to the
present provides exciting opportunities to see the progress and the similarities
through millennia. The focus on contemporary work is essential to the
advancement of concepts and their analysis. To not have these aspects of
metalsmithing covered by scholars would be a terrible omission.
The weakness is in the fact that not all metalsmiths have a firm grasp of
the history of metalsmithing in its critical era of redefinition during the 1920s up
to the 1950s. There has been little research done in this area and the history of
twentieth-century metalsmithing is not widely taught in a rigorous academic
manner to future metalsmiths.
I see metalsmithing as occupying a unique niche in the crafts. Instead of
implying the normal, everyday life of the general populace, it brings to mind the
decadent life of the elite classes. Because metal has historically been a symbol of
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wealth and power, rulers of the world throughout history have made a point of
using it ostentatiously to impress their people and their enemies. Metal has been
similarly used to glorify the gods of various cultures. It is thus inextricably linked
today to the ideas of power, ritual, and wealth.
Precious metals are also unique as materials for the simple fact that they
are so durable. Pieces that would have shattered, rotted, or faded in other
materials are generally still shiny and whole in metal. Yet it is the preciousness
and durability of metal that has been its downfall. The great œuvres of past
generations are often melted down and reworked into new pieces at the whim of
changing fashion. Even in the 1960s, Graham Hughes, a great lover and
proponent of modern handmade metalsmithing as well as the former art director
of England’s famous Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths, lamented the difficulty
of finding good examples of work from before the 1940s.
The work that remains from the first half of the twentieth century is
generally mass-produced and machine made. Contemporary metalsmiths who
work mainly on unique handmade pieces do not see those pieces as strong
influences on their work, and as a result see their roots beginning in the 1960s
New Jewelry movement. While the movement was an obviously important
turning point in the field, it was simply building on influences and ideas from the
past, just like any other movement in art history. While scholarship on
metalsmithing in the 1940s and 1950s has become steadily more common, it has
yet to come close to the great volume of work written on the 1960s-1990s, and
has focused to a surprising degree on artists designing jewelry. Recent interest in
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the Arts and Crafts movement and Art Nouveau, as well as the general acceptance
of the importance of those styles in all art media, has kept the work from those
eras from being lost. Scholarship on handmade pieces from the 1920s and 1930s,
however, is virtually non-existent. I have been lucky enough to be guided to what
is available by prominent metalsmiths and historians of metalsmithing.
The problem of finding sources is further complicated for the researcher
interested in hollowware and other utensils. The length of time required to make
these pieces, as well as the many tools and cost of materials, has meant few
people have done such work. The scarcity of handmade hollowware and flatware,
and its relative utilitarian nature, has prevented metalsmithing scholars from
researching it to any great extent. Metalsmiths are keenly interested in ties to the
art world, and the metalsmiths who made utilitarian or ceremonial trophy pieces
are often seen as denying the artistic in their work. In my personal search for
books and articles on metalsmithing, I was able to find easily two or three times
as many sources on jewelry as I was on hollowware and flatware. I would like the
reader to keep in mind that two to three times six sources is still an astonishingly
low number.
Metalsmiths kept creating functional work for artistic and aesthetic
reasons, though. They felt the creation of utilitarian pieces was much more
socially responsible than making purposeless luxury goods. The functional objects
these metalsmiths made were meant to play an active role in the user’s life. This is
an important aspect, since a major challenge for the modern fine artist is involving
the viewer with her work. Use makes this problem obsolete, and provides the
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perfect way to allow the user to develop a relationship with the piece. It is for this
reason that I feel many critics who discredit functional metalwork for its
adherence to unnecessary tradition should rethink their position since it has been
shown, via the creation of numerous non-functional metal pieces, that utility is an
artistic decision.
Unfortunately, those looking at the crafts fields from the outside often
suggest that they are inferior because they continue to make functional objects,
and in doing so place too many restrictions upon themselves. This has been a
detriment to the crafts, which have suffered from less criticism and research than
the fine arts. There are some who also claim that metalsmithing, especially
jewelry, is too caught up in the realm of decoration to be able to contribute much
to the art world. This implies that to study the contribution of jewelry to the art
world would not produce enough significant material to warrant the attempt. To
them, I would like to point out that painting and sculpture were also, and in many
minds still are, just decoration. Metalsmiths have proved that metalwork is just as
capable of conveying concepts and ideas as a painting or sculpture. Perhaps the
reason this has yet to be recognized by a wider audience is the lack of education
amongst art critics rather than a lack of innovation amongst metalsmiths. This is
why I understand this thesis to be so important; it provides a means of education
for metalsmiths and the artistically minded world as a whole.
Overall, as complete as I have tried to make this paper, I am sure there are
still gaps. The most obvious and galling gap is the exclusion of metalsmithing
outside Western Europe and the United States. Any list or collection of names or
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pieces always leaves something out, especially in such a limited space as is this
thesis. I have come to believe that it would still be impossible to give a complete
understanding of twentieth-century metalsmithing given 700 pages instead of
seventy.
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Introduction
Metal as a material has defined human society for millennia, as a means of
advancing technologically and improving the general quality of life people lead.
When we think of the Bronze Age or the Iron Age, we think of humankind
improving its chances of survival through the increasingly sophisticated use of
tools. Throughout its history of human use, metal has also been a decorative
material. Its cost and superior working qualities have made metal items as much
of a status symbol as a tool. Metal’s decorative use, whether in the form of a
silver serving set or a set of gold jewelry, is a herald of high status. In the past,
such items were pushed to a high level of regard since only the rich could afford
anything beyond basic food and shelter.1 These strong traditions influence
metalsmiths up to the present day. The technique used to create a piece, its
function, materials and form are all significant to the concepts metalsmiths
express in their pieces and the perception of their work as art or craft. As
technology developed, it played an important role inducing change.
As with makers of any highly prized item, metalsmiths over the years have
sought to meet the demand of the general consumer for prestigious metal items.2
The most obvious way to do this is to create items using as little precious material
and as efficient a process as possible. To retain the look of costly pieces
metalsmiths face base metals with a precious metal, use imitation stones, or
simply use undisguised cheap materials. Over the centuries, several different,

1

Jean-Pierre Mohen, “Two Skilled and Prestigious Inventions: Metallurgy and the Goldsmith’s
Art,” in Gods and Heroes of the European Bronze Age, eds. Katie Demakopoulou et al., (London:
Thames, 1999), 32.
2
Ibid., 33.
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generally very dangerous, methods have been employed to create seemingly
expensive pieces out of base materials. One example is amalgam gilding, which
uses either melted lead or mercury, with small pieces of gold mixed in, to make a
paste. This paste is then painted on the piece to be gilded and the lead or mercury
is burned off, creating unhealthy fumes.3 By the twentieth century, new and
relatively risk free technologies had become common, allowing for the production
of metalwork with unprecedented speed and precision.4 These new techniques
have meant that metal objects are produced using less costly material and less
skill than had previously been required. Beyond the fact that safer techniques
have resulted in fewer premature deaths, there has been an astounding growth in
style and ideas.5 The mass production of cheap yet expensive looking objects has
forced metalsmiths to rethink their designs, in many ways freeing them from the
mundane, but at the same time demanding new levels of creativity.
The craftspeople who have been able to use these new production methods
have been freed to be more daring and creative in their handmade work, to learn
to use the new techniques for their one-of-a-kind works, and also to create limited
production lines which allow them to make their art available to a larger group of
people. This situation has a clear, and perhaps more familiar parallel in painting.
When photography was invented and ultimately improved upon to the point
where anyone could easily create an image, the idea of a Realistic painting
became entirely unrealistic—why spend months making an image out of costly
3

Hermann Schadt, Goldsmith’s Art: 5000 Years of Jewelry and Hollowware. trans. Ann Potter
Schadt. (Stuttgart: Arnoldsche, 1996), 38, 51.
4
Ibid., 166-167.
5
Graham Hughes, Modern Jewelry: An International Survey 1890-1963 (New York: Crown,
1963), 7.
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paints when one could spend a few minutes with a camera and achieve the goal
more fully? Yet painting was not dropped as an artistic medium. Photographers,
who had originally made photographs to imitate paintings and thus encroached on
painters’ livelihoods, began to learn the strengths of their medium. Painters,
realizing their old ideals of naturalism were no longer relevant, changed their
goals, attempting instead to make a piece display more than just an event or idea,
but a feeling or knowledge beyond that which is readily available to the eye.6 The
same is true of handmade metalwork.
Many of today’s jewelers and metalsmiths attempt to create an experience
for the user that produces a specific feeling or mood, much like any other artist,
though admittedly often with very different means, considering the differences
between the mediums. A specific visual language is increasingly used to express
thoughts or present issues important to the metal artist.7 The subjects of
abstraction, politicization, and functionality have proved key to both painters and
metalsmiths in the reconstruction of the meaning of their work.8 More often than
not, metalsmiths have followed in the footsteps of the painters, perhaps simply
because the advent of photography affected the painters before technology such as
die stamping and electroforming changed the field of metalwork. Another factor
is the extraordinary amount of technical knowledge metalsmiths need to
accumulate before they can reach the level of craftsmanship necessary to create a
piece in metal; the people who are interested in the latest art movements are thus
6

Barbara Haskell, The American Century: Art & Culture 1900-1950 (New York: Norton, 1999),
40-65.
7
Amanda Game and Elizabeth Goring, Jewellery Moves (Edinburgh: NMS, 1998), 5-7, 29.
8
Lucy R. Lippard, “In Praise of a Duller Edge: Notes From an Outsider.” Metalsmith 20, no. 4
(2000): 8-10.
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prevented from contributing their work to the conversation until much later than
artists working in various other media.9 Occasionally, metalworkers have led the
way in avant-gardism, especially in movements that celebrated the crafts. The
Arts and Crafts belief in the political and spiritual benefits of handwork has
certainly helped to propel metalsmiths to greater artistic expression.10
The newfound freedom that has arisen from new ideologies and new
technologies has not turned out to be all roses. Among the thorns: there is not
much demand for one of a kind, artistic, hand-wrought pieces in metal, due to
their expense and their tendency to be more for looking at than use. Without a
large market, many metalsmiths cannot afford to practice their craft for a living.
This economic reality means that some metalsmiths feel, perhaps somewhat
cynically, as though they must bend to the will of the extremely wealthy or—by
claiming the intellectual genius of an artist—try to bend the wealthy to their will.
They feel that wealthy individuals, who, after seeing that their old status symbols
are being mass produced for a wide audience, now seek out handmade objects that
are unique enough in design, technique, and material that they would never be
commercially produced.11 This is certainly not as stifling as the pressure to
maintain a centuries-old canon; however, many metalworkers feel that it does not
allow them the levels of freedom they would like. To obtain the freedom of
complete creative control, metalsmiths feel they must become respected members

9

Museum of Contemporary Crafts of the American Crafts Council, Finch College Museum of
Art. Forms in Metal: 275 Years of Metalsmithing in America (New York: Crafts Council, 1975),
14.
10
Tanya Harrod, The Crafts in Britain in the 20th Century (New Haven: Yale, 1999), 70.
11
Gloria Hickey, “Craft Within a Consuming Society,” in The Culture of Craft, ed. Peter Dormer,
(New York: Manchester, 1997), 89-95.
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of the art community, since only with that status will they be free, at least in
theory, of the expectations and desires of others.12 As Gloria Hickey makes clear
through her comments in The Culture of Craft, it is necessary to raise awareness
and respect of craft and its intrinsic artistic expression within the art world and
then educate the public that craft is just as meaningful as art.13 This is for purely
economic reasons. Fine artists like painters and sculptors get much more money
for the work they put into a piece than a craftsperson does; the extra money being,
in effect, a charge for whatever idea the artist has put into the work.14 Some
metalsmiths would prefer to continue using the term “Craft” to refer to their work
and attempt to elevate it to the level of “Art,” while others would rather use the
term “Art.”15
Often sacrificing the artistic ideals of the auteur, or creating the entire
artwork for complete artistic control, means the work of these metalworkers will
not be respected as anything more than a crafts-y decoration. This concern
involves the concept that a true artist must challenge rules – such as appropriate
materials or utilitarian design – in order create the highest forms of art. Most
metalsmiths value the combination of creative design and expert execution,
whereas these things have become less important for many other artists. Several
artists have quite successfully designed and produced metalwork, especially

12

Lippard, 5.
Hickey, 96-97.
14
Ibid., 95.
15
These terms are relatively loose and hard to define, especially considering that current work in
both fields often overlap. “Artists” and “Craftsperson” are just as hard to define, but I use them to
distinguish between those who make what is considered by the public as “fine art,” usually
painting and sculpture, and the people who work with media and techniques generally regulated to
the “crafts.”
13
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jewelry, which has been consistently regarded as art. These pieces were often only
designed by the artist, but crafted by others.16 The success of this art jewelry only
makes concerned metalsmiths more acutely feel the need to elevate their work to
the level of art. It clearly demonstrates the superior level art has in the minds of
the buying public, and the fact that artists get more attention and money for their
work than craftspeople.
Metalsmiths have come up with several ways to express their concerns
about the perception of jewelry and metalwork. Amanda Game and Elizabeth
Goring, in their book Jewelry Moves, quite successfully break down some of the
approaches metalsmiths use to do this.17 These approaches typically exploit the
established formats and understanding of fine metalwork. For instance, a
metalsmith might use non-precious materials in conventionally decorative and
precious forms, mix precious materials (or traditional metalsmithing materials)
and non-precious materials, or manipulate customary forms and materials into
crude or outlandish pieces. In this manner, metalsmiths are able to subvert the
standard conception of metalwork to express their dislike of that standard and to
advocate a new role for metalsmithing. Within these main categories are several
techniques that use specific aspects of traditional design to create a certain feel or
build upon a particular idea. Decorative patterns, for example, typically do not
communicate beyond very basic, general ideas. They are not pictorial and thus are
unable to tell any story or speak to anything specific. Certain shapes can be
symbolic, but that is near the limit of a pattern’s ability to articulate thoughts. In
16
17

Toni Lesser Wolf, “The Intimate Art,” ARTnews 88 (1989): 123.
Game and Goring, 25-28.
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modern metalsmithing, there has been a gradual growth in the perception and use
of decoration, especially in its role as a symbol of luxury. By the second decade
of the twentieth century, modernists were declaring decoration unacceptable as a
frivolous and tasteless aspect of design that ought to be cut out. At first, many
metalsmiths complied, yet relatively soon afterwards metalsmiths started to use it
again. 18 One technique, uniquely common to the twentieth century, exploits the
fact that a person looking at a decorative pattern from far away sees one thing,
and then, upon looking at it closer, discovers new aspects, intricacies, and ideas.
Beyond the use of decoration and patterns to comment on technology and
its implications for handmade objects, several other techniques have been
important. One is the use of found objects or images, which allows the visual
language of pop culture to convey the metalworker’s ideas. 19 This type of
expression is an especially strong way to comment on issues of mass production.
The viewer must challenge the concept of value, the images that inundate us
everyday, as well as society’s emphasis on mass media and mass production.
Some metalsmiths have begun making pieces that resemble machines themselves.
They are generally cool, impersonal pieces. Though these pieces are handmade,
that fact is rarely obvious, and they are often attempts to show how far technology
has pervaded our everyday life. Some, like people following in the tradition of the
Bauhaus, see this as a good thing and purposely create all their work to look
machine-made (Fig. 1) and to function as effortlessly as a machine (Fig. 2). Some
metalsmiths see this as a bad thing and make pieces that threaten the viewer in an
18

Janet Kardon “Craft in the Machine Age,” in Craft in the Machine Age, 1920-1945: The
History of Twentieth-Century American Craft, ed. Janet Kardon, (New York: Abrams, 1995), 27.
19
Schadt, 202-203.
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imitation of the way the metalsmith understands machines to be threatening
society (Fig. 3). Other metalsmiths make pieces for specific individuals; these
pieces come in many styles, mechanical to organic, but invariably bring to mind
the idea that machines cannot custom tailor a piece to a person or to a personality
(Fig. 4). Materials that were developed for use in industry, various plastics
especially, are used more and more in ways that show the craftsperson has the
mind and technical skill to exploit these materials to their fullest extent, in a sense
proving that any material or craft tradition can be art, depending on what is done
with them.
While new technologies have been a major catalyst for many of the recent
developments in metalsmithing, they are not the only influence. Basic feelings
and emotions can be expressed via several means. For example, the level of
comfort one feels when using or wearing a piece can make the viewer feel
threatened, out of place, or protected.20 These elements are modified using the
many variables of composition and visual cues to suggest specific thoughts to the
viewer or user. The piece may restrict movement, free the user, or aid in some
way.21 A large necklace, if it does not hamper movement, can feel quite
comfortable, almost like a person embracing the wearer. If the necklace prevents
the head from moving, or keeps the spine straight, it is not only uncomfortable,
but threatening; it holds the wearer as closely as a friend might, but instead of
aiding or freeing the wearer it attempts to manipulate the wearer by controlling
one of the most vulnerable parts of the body.
20
21

Game and Goring, 29, 75.
Ibid., 30-49.
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Words, which may be etched or written on the surface of the metal,
written on incorporated material such as paper, or implied by the inclusion of
paper and pen are becoming quite common in modern metalsmithing (Fig. 5).
Words on a piece reveal a general theme, or speak to a specific situation or idea.
Symbolic images and visual themes from other art media have also been adapted
to metalsmithing to help metalworkers express their thoughts (Fig. 6). In addition,
some twentieth century metalsmiths have introduced innovative techniques not
clearly related to techniques in other media (Fig. 7). While artists continue, as
they always have, to be inspired across media lines by each other’s ideas, it would
be an error to leave the impression that the resultant work is simply derivative.
New metal work also often contains an element of social commentary not
available to metalsmiths who feel constrained by their dependence on wealthy
patrons. The freedom metalsmiths now have to push the idea of their craft and its
purpose has allowed for sudden and rapid development of the field’s social
awareness. Several artists have used their work to comment on the social
condition and encourage social change (Fig. 8).
These issues of form, functionality, construction, and material—key to the
definition of metalsmithing—have played significant roles in the trends and styles
of the twentieth century. To understand the ebb and flow of these ideas in
interaction with developing technologies, a discussion of four particularly
important design movements is necessary. They are the Arts and Crafts
movement, Art Nouveau, the Bauhaus, and Art Deco.
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The Rise of Modernism in the Early Twentieth Century

The Arts and Crafts Movement and Its Influence on Art Nouveau

The use of craft objects as vehicles of expression for socially conscious
and artistic ideals started in large part with the reaction of John Ruskin and
William Morris against industrialization.22 These two men were the leaders of the
Arts and Crafts movement. Ruskin was a philosopher and critic, while Morris was
an artist and designer. Morris learned many different arts and in effect made
himself a physical manifestation of Ruskin’s ideas. Those ideas centered on the
need Ruskin felt for social reform, which is the main characteristic of the Arts and
Crafts movement and was a reaction against supposed dehumanization by the
modern machine era.23 Much of the driving force behind it could be seen as
economic; the workers who were being replaced by machines supported the ideals
of Ruskin and Morris.24 The ideas about how art could help the common man and
society, which were central to the Arts and Crafts movement and which were
promoted by Ruskin and Morris, are as follows:
That practicing a craft has moral and spiritual benefits
That one ought to use materials appropriate to their function
That the object one makes ought not try to hide its construction or the
materials that were used to construct it
That all the Arts and Crafts are of equal importance

22

Paul Greenhalgh, “The History of Craft.” in The Culture of Craft, ed. Peter Dormer (New York:
Manchester, 1997), 32-40.
23
Sharon S. Darling, Chicago Metalsmiths: An Illustrated History, (Chicago: Historical Society,
1977), 30-32.
24
Paul Greenhalgh, “The Progress of Captain Ludd,” in The Culture of Craft, ed. Peter Dormer
(New York: Manchester, 1997), 106.
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That the craftspeople should organize themselves into guilds, much like
medieval workers, to have a strong community of people who
work with their hands
That the designs of the objects made should evolve organically from the
function the object will serve, the materials to be used, and the
skills of the craftsperson
That the craftsperson and designer are the same, so that the objects will
benefit from the combination of those skills
That art ought to show a joy in construction; the making of an object is
nearly a religious experience, by making and ordering beauty, just
as God would
That beauty and art should be readily available to all, rich or poor
That there should be no strict canon or specific style to prevent the
craftsperson from creating an object as it ought to be25
These ten ideals had simplicity and a straightforward character that fit the
milieu and played to the beliefs of average citizens worried that their jobs might
be taken by industry’s machines. The ability of machines was seen and measured
in human, almost anthropomorphic, terms. For example, it was of primary
concern that the objects machines made were so ornate; machines obviously do
not have a sense of style, and some feared that people’s aesthetic sense would be
replaced by an indiscriminate desire for the ornate.26 The evil in this was that
these ornate objects, being designed by people without much knowledge of
making objects, could easily be less useful, less comfortable, and less elegant than
their simpler handmade counterparts. Large manufacturers could hide these
aspects of poor design by adding detailed, gratuitous decoration; decoration that
had previously served as a guide to the craftsperson’s ability.27 This meant that
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the average person who bought these things, thinking they had a well crafted,
more expensive object, would be cheated out of their money by the owners of the
factories, who had no interest in helping their fellow man, only using him to
insure their own wealth and power.28
The moral belief that objects should serve a function, and that those
objects should be well-made and affordable, prevented Arts and Crafts
practitioners from creating much jewelry. Yet much of the hollowware and
flatware was made of silver since base metals are unsuitable for many utilitarian
objects and using the new electroplating technology was unacceptable. This
resulted in the creation of many luxury goods (Fig. 9). This dilemma is present
throughout the Arts and Crafts, but applies to metal more than most media.
However, wherever metalsmiths could, they did use base metals. Several
astounding trays, vases, and candelabras prove this (Figs. 10 and 11). England and
Scotland were the main sources for Arts and Crafts metalwork in Europe. The
Guild of Handicraft, founded by C.R. Ashbee, was particularly strong in their
designs for metalwork and their execution of those designs.29 Continental Europe
was certainly influenced by the English, but the metalwork tended to be in a style
more similar to the Art Nouveau. Chicago was the hub of Arts and Crafts in
America, and several workshops and metalsmiths had great success there.30
By encouraging the general populace to practice a craft of some sort or
another, Ruskin and Morris hoped people would learn to value and appreciate a
28
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well-made, well-designed object. The process would also transform individuals,
making them valuable members of society.31 To get more people to work with
their hands, the leaders of the Arts and Crafts movement created and promoted
groups for those who were practicing an art or craft, in units usually called
“workshops.” This was also a way to give the members of the movement a
stronger voice, and an easier way to accomplish their goals. Members of these
communities would work together on large pieces or specific designs. 32 One of
the first of these was the Design Industries Association (DIA) in England, which
held firmly to the Arts and Crafts tenets.33 Craft workers on the European
continent, however, quickly realized that these ideals were unattainable, at least as
a whole. To make a piece by hand generally meant that the piece would be
expensive, no matter how simply one designed the piece or which materials one
chose. To resolve this dilemma, they generally sought to use machines, at least in
a limited way, positing that, as long as there was a designer who was familiar with
crafting the objects being produced, they would not be left with bad design.34 The
Europeans soon created their own workshops. The Wiener Werkstätte and the
Deutscher Werkbund were modeled after the DIA and followed it by just a few
years.35 The Wiener Werkstätte was a commercial group in Vienna that was
strongly influenced by Ruskin and Morris’ philosophy on the role of the arts in
society. In general, it was similar to the German Werkbund, except that it was a
31
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less political institution and more a group for the actual production of goods. It
was also different stylistically, and had a much more geometric style than many
other groups from this time period.36
Art Nouveau Ideas and Metalwork
These associations outside of England were connected by a common
milieu and by the Art Nouveau concept and the idea of gesamtkunstwerk, which
strove to combine all the arts in one whole work, creating an environment that felt
harmonious.37 Metal, a material that could be used for exterior and interior
decoration was a particularly favorite medium for Art Nouveau designers and
artisans. Many saw metal as a symbolic material that was connected to machines
and that showed off a new mastery of technology, which had allowed for the
invention and use of steel and cast iron.38
Art Nouveau has many stylistic variations due to the fact that each
community, each culture, had its own set of influences and goals. While creating a
specific style went against the philosophy of Ruskin and Morris, it also made it
much easier for communities of artists working together on a large project to
make a beautiful and cohesive work. Definite styles did emerge. German
Jugendstil was more geometric and abstract than French Art Nouveau, which was
naturalistic. The French used more symbols, such as insects representing the
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transience of life, as well as anthropomorphized ideas, such as the personification
of the seasons.39
Overarching influences in Art Nouveau’s style throughout Europe were
Japanese woodblock prints beginning to be widely available. The Japanese
flattened out and stylized their images, not necessarily representing reality. They
also created dramatic effects with large, flowing lines that swept through the page
(Fig. 12). The Japanese woodblock print was especially influential on jewelry in
France and Germany, where the complete integration of the decorative motif with
the form and function of the piece became common (Fig. 13).40 Fauvist paintings,
also influenced by the flat space and stylized images coming from Japan,
encouraged the use of bright colors and decorative patterns.41
The Arts and Crafts movement, which included the dense, detailed work
of Morris’ pattern designs and book illuminations in the fashion of the medieval
period, also influenced the Art Nouveau style, especially Germans and Nordic
countries that were exploring vernacular styles (Fig. 14).42 The Viennese
Secessionists followed the simplicity of the Arts and Crafts movement work. The
styles of Charles Rennie Mackintosh and E.W. Godwin, prominent English
practitioners of Arts and Crafts, were acknowledged sources of inspiration for the
Secessionist’s extremely geometric style.43
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Some of the work strove to look handmade, even when it was not. An
example is Henry van de Velde’s design for a tea set, which called for the work to
be lathe spun and then lightly hammered to give the illusion that it was handraised (Fig. 15).44 This was a huge break with the Arts and Crafts tenet of honest
construction, as was Van de Velde’s decision to design metal objects for
production by others. At the same time, he kept to most of other tenets of the Arts
and Crafts movement. He did this mainly for economic reasons. Van de Velde
hoped, like most Art Nouveau designers, that his designs would be within the
price range of the less affluent.45 However, Arts and Crafts principles were still
popular and he held to most of its tenets; by designing his work to look handmade
he expressed his beliefs and made his work more attractive to potential buyers.
Henry van de Velde’s work includes designs for serving sets, utensils, and
jewelry, all evidencing his effort to make every aspect of people’s lives beautiful,
functional, and harmonious.
Painters, sculptors, designers, and craftsmen were all working in the same
style, exchanging ideas, and experimenting with their style. They had
extraordinary amount of support from their governments, museums, and
collectors.46 While the onset of the First World War clearly had a role, this broadbased synergy is an important reason why the Art Nouveau period was so short. A
strong network of people working with and for one another was able to create and
perfect their style much more quickly than an individual might. Members quickly
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received feedback from the people around them, who were interested in the same
ideas and sense of aesthetics. The canon was quickly established, as was the
ideology that inspired the artists. Yet, almost as quickly as the canon and theories
of Art Nouveau were set, they became a point of contention for the people
working within the style. Not every member would be able to agree on one
specific set of principles. Arguments about the importance of art and human
involvement versus the importance of the wide distribution of the art and the
glorification of the machine followed, and the forces that brought all these people
together soon pulled them apart.47
These arguments carried over to the Bauhaus, a direct descendant of the
Arts and Crafts and Art Nouveau workshops through Walter Gropius. Gropius
had been an active and leading member of the Deutscher Werkbund, and had also
been influenced by the Secessionists of the Wiener Werkstätte. The Bauhaus was
the result of Walter Gropius’ belief in his ideas and his determination to see those
strong ideals instilled in the next generation of artists and designers. Gropius was
intensely dedicated to the principle of a new, mechanized, Arts and Crafts
movement. In fact, he was involved in a huge debate among the members of the
Deutscher Werkbund. There were two sides; the first, led by Hermann Muthesius,
felt the art and beauty of objects should be more important than the machine and
its use to produce cheap objects for the consumers. The second, led by Henry van
de Velde, believed that although technology should be used to help create objects
of beauty for the general populace, beauty should govern over the machine.
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Gropius sided with van de Velde.48 Gropius’ desire to see beauty and
functionality spread among the citizens of Germany, and the world made him into
one of the most influential people on modern art and design. His style and
philosophy would change over the course of his directorship of the Bauhaus, but
his firm belief that the people ought to have access to well designed homes and
objects would remain firm. His idea that students should know how to make
objects by hand and how to work with various materials before they devote
themselves to the relatively abstract world of design was crucial to the crafts
areas, and raised awareness of and appreciation for the work and care that goes
into a well-made piece.

A Short Introduction to the Bauhaus Metal Workshop

Through its interpretation of the Arts and Crafts movement tenets and the
Art Nouveau ideal of the gesamtkunstwerk, the Bauhaus became the root of most
modern and contemporary metalsmithing. Concepts, designs, and forms that were
used and developed there and in the later Bauhaus-influenced schools are the
foundation which current metalworkers either accept or reject to create their own
set of opinions. The Bauhaus’ metal workshop was not developing these ideas
alone though—Art Deco jewelry and objects, De Stijl theories, and almost all the
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Arts and Crafts tenets played a part in the development of the Bauhaus
metalsmithing aesthetic.49
Throughout the early 1920s ideals of the Wiener Werkstätte were critical
to the Bauhaus’ philosophy and mission, and thus to the direction of the Bauhaus’
metal workshop, since the Wiener Werkstätte was the filter through which many
of the people at the Bauhaus understood the Arts and Crafts movement.50
However, the advances that occurred in the metal shop converged to create a
unique style that went beyond the Bauhaus’ influences. When the Bauhaus began,
much of the jewelry and metalsmithing industry was still caught up in classical
designs that used conventional materials like gold and silver. Companies making
precious metal objects, as well as metalsmiths trying to earn a living via their craft
feared that the general populace would not relate to avant-garde pieces, and the
craftsperson would thus be unable to sell such items.
The Bauhaus hoped to change the public’s taste rather than bend to it. The
metal workers of the Bauhaus were singularly successful innovators.51 This is
remarkable, since usually the preciousness of the material and the cost of the final
product scare designers away from trying anything too new. Gropius knew that is
would be difficult to change public taste, including the preconceptions students
brought to the school. Several aspects of the Bauhaus encouraged students to
move away from such reservations: the general poverty of the school itself
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required the use of less expensive metals; the strong concentration on avantgarde-ism within the Bauhaus as a whole forced the metalsmiths to think in a
similar way; and new approaches to teaching which encouraged experimentation
were being explored by many teachers at the Bauhaus. Overall, it was the
personalities and interests of the leading figures in the metal workshop that
created the perfect environment for students to create cleverly original designs
that consistently solved the problems posed to them. The Masters of Form, who
taught design (Johannes Itten and Lázló Moholy-Nagy), the Masters of Craft, who
taught the techniques of making (Willy Schabbon, Alfred Kopka, Christian Dell,
and Naum Slutzky), and even a few of the students (Marianne Brandt and
Wilhelm Wagenfeld) all had their part to play in the growth of the program.52
Walter Gropius started the Bauhaus in 1919 from the remains of two
schools: the School of Arts and Crafts that the Belgian Henry van de Velde, an
acquaintance of Gropius, had set up; and the older, more tradition bound, Weimar
Academy of Fine Arts located close to van de Velde’s school.53 By combining
these two schools and by having the Masters of Form and the Masters of Craft
teach the studios equally, Gropius hoped that he could create a student
comfortable in both design and manufacture.54 From the very beginning, Gropius
strove to bring to his new school well-known artists and craftspeople who were
working in a modern, avant-garde style. This drew students interested in the latest
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trends in art and from the very first year the Bauhaus had an international
reputation.55
The Bauhaus’ metal program was short-lived, lasting from the fall of 1920
to the spring of 1928, dates that correspond closely to the time in which Gropius
was the head of the school.56 This eight-year period was even shorter than the
Bauhaus itself, which only lasted from 1919 to 1933. There was some difficulty
finding an appropriate Master of Craft. The first, Willy Schabbon, was not hired
until July, 1920, a year after the metalsmithing workshop opened. Schabbon only
worked for that academic year, until March 31, 1921, after which Alfred Kopka
came in to fill the position. He was there only from April 1, 1921 to October 1,
1921.57 They successively kept the workshop functioning; however, next to
nothing is known about them, or why they were dismissed. It has been suggested
that neither was highly experienced in metalsmithing,58 but Schabbon at least was
well recommended by several master metalsmiths.59 The effect of this constant
change meant there was no significant Master of Craft until April 1, 1922, when
Christian Dell was hired.60 At least during this time there was only one Master of
Form, Johannes Itten.
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Itten was in charge of the metal workshop without much experience or
equipment, since much of it had gone missing during the First World War.61 Itten
had little direct influence on the metals workshop beyond the design of the pieces
being produced. However, he had a large impact indirectly through his old pupils
who had followed him from his Vienna school and who composed the majority of
the metal workshop. One ex-pupil, Naum Slutzky, even acted as the Master of
Craft in the first year the workshop was open.62 Due to his intense concentration
on jewelry, it was decided that Slutzky would be hired to head the jewelry studio
as a Young Master in 1921, and a new Master of Craft, Schabbon, would be found
for the metal workshop.63 In this studio, many students, probably under the
influence and direction of Itten, made religious jewelry based on Mazdaism.64
Slutzky, a Russian jeweler, was the first competent metalworker to have a
hand in the Bauhaus’ metal workshop.65 Gropius hired him at the suggestion of
Itten and for his connection to the Wiener Werkstätte.66 At the time, Slutzky and
Gropius held similar beliefs on art and even shared some sense of aesthetics,
though Slutzky was more of an Expressionist than Gropius. Slutzky also had an
impressive resume; he had learned at a young age how to make jewelry from his
goldsmith father, who had been a student of Fabergé. In addition, as mentioned
above, he had studied fine art under Itten in Vienna, and he also had a degree in
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engineering from the Vienna Polytechnic.67 In the eyes of Gropius, this made him
a perfect fit with the industry-interested Bauhaus. It seems they soon began to
clash, however, as Slutzky wanted to continue to work independently, accepting
commissions without going through the Bauhaus.68 During his tenure, Slutzky
was technically in charge of the jewelry studio, which was not part of the
curriculum, but served as a place where students could experiment with the
medium.69
Slutzky was obviously greatly influenced by the ideas of harmony,
rhythm, and internalized understanding or experience of materials that Itten taught
in his preliminary course (Fig. 16). These ideas came from the Eastern influences
of Mazdaism,70 and they are reflected in Slutzky’s adept use of metal as a unique
material, emphasizing its inherent properties. He also devised creative new ways
to add texture and decorative emphasis through the repetition of form in his
work.71 While Slutzky’s jewelry from the time he was at the Bauhaus is rather
expressionistic, his work from the late twenties and early thirties is much more
constructivist in style, though the impact of the Bauhaus’ Expressionism is still
evident (Fig. 17). Slutzky was also apparently influenced by the work of Jean Arp
and his style of bio-morphism, since many of the forms Slutzky chooses for his
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later work are similar to Arp’s paintings.72 In the long run, Slutzky was too close
to Itten and his ideology and left the Bauhaus shortly after Itten, a move which
ended the jewelry program forever.73
The jewelry program probably would not have lasted too long anyway,
even if Slutzky had not left. Jewelry was not a part of the Bauhaus’ ideal of a
beautiful, functional house that served the people’s needs. Gold and silver were
luxuries that did not play a part in its somewhat socialist ideals, either. Almost
from the beginning there had been debates about the luxury aspects of the jewelry
workshop.74 In the earlier years, the workshop made a lot of silver items. After
Dell was hired the students began to use brass and German silver or nickel silver
with greater frequency. The types of items produced also changed. Much more
representative of Bauhausian ideals were the teapots, infusers, bowls, and coffee
pots that were created once Christian Dell arrived. He was hired just before Itten
left, and it is claimed that Itten left partially due to Dell’s appointment as the
Master of Craft in the metalsmithing workshop.75
The lack of English translations of Bauhaus records limits available
information for American scholars about the role Dell played in the metal
workshop. As a Master of Craft he did not play as important a role in the
administration of the school, but was reputed to be a knowledgeable and engaging
teacher.76 For several years before he came to the Bauhaus, Dell had been a
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practicing silversmith, and he was capable of making finely crafted objects that
looked sleek and machine-made.77 At first, his students’ work still focused on
one-of-a-kind objects that left small clues, such as light hammer marks, to the
process of their construction, indicating the pieces were handmade.78 With the
added influence of Moholy-Nagy, who was hired at the end of 1923 and aimed to
make the Bauhaus’ first industry collaborations, the work became even more
geometric and seemingly machine-made.79 Deborah Norton notes that when Dell
arrived at the Bauhaus, the tendency the metalsmithing workshop had towards
surface decoration disappeared.80 This implies that it was Dell, not Moholy-Nagy,
who first pushed the Bauhaus away from Expressionism, though certainly
Moholy-Nagy was the one to push them into Modernism. The famous work of
Marianne Brandt, who came to the Bauhaus just a year after Dell, shows this
Modernist tendency to disguise handwork, as does most of the work made during
Dell’s tenure between 1922 and 1926 (Fig. 18).
Moholy-Nagy took Itten’s place as the Master of Form in the
metalsmithing studio in the fall of 1923.81 Gropius hired Moholy-Nagy in the
hopes that he would push the Bauhaus away from Itten’s Expressionism and
towards the use of technology and the creation of prototypes for industry.82
Because Moholy-Nagy was a Constructivist, this fit with his aesthetic perfectly,
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and the metals studio quickly became the most productive craft area of the
Bauhaus. It was fortunate that Dell’s sleek, geometric style melded easily with
Moholy-Nagy’s Constructivism, and the two worked well together to teach their
students as artists and craftspeople, just as Gropius had originally intended.83
Moholy-Nagy, unlike Itten, had some previous experience with metalworking.
This was mostly from fabricating nickel and iron sculptures, but it probably
helped him run the program.84 In a way, Moholy-Nagy knew just enough to be
unhindered by his knowledge of the field, and thus he constantly pushed his
students to experiment with technique, materials, and ideas. In this way, it was
most certainly Moholy-Nagy who pushed the metalsmithing workshop towards
the design of models for industry, rather than Dell, who was perhaps too strongly
a part of the silversmithing world. In reality, Moholy-Nagy had more clout within
the school as a whole, since he was a Master of Form with a position on the
Masters Council, the ruling body of the Bauhaus.85 It is readily apparent, though,
that the workshop would never have been able to achieve the high standard of
craftsmanship required to make handmade objects appear machine-made without
Dell, and that without Moholy-Nagy the experimentation with materials and
designs would not have been pushed to the extent that it was.
Plans for the 1923 show and the construction of the Haus Am Horn were a
huge influence on both Dell and Moholy-Nagy, since the project came early in
their time at the Bauhaus. The masters and students were to build every aspect of
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the Haus Am Horn, and while most of the house’s kitchenware was being made
by the ceramics workshop, the metal shop was in charge of utensils as well as the
lighting fixtures for the entire house.86 The creation of lights was a radical
departure from previous projects. It was especially important to Moholy-Nagy,
but became a major influence on the Bauhaus metal workshop as a whole for most
of the rest of its existence.87 It brought the use of glass and plexiglass to the fore,
and the Bauhaus’ designs for lamps were consistently popular as industry models.
During this period, Moholy-Nagy became interested in the possibilities glass and
plexiglass presented, and encouraged his students to experiment with them.88
Even Josef Albers, a student and teacher better known for his painting and more
two-dimensional designs, crafted a series of fruit bowls in 1924 (Fig. 19).89 The
very successful mass-produced light designed jointly by Karl J. Jucker and
Wilhelm Wagenfeld in 1923 only further encouraged the students to use these
new materials to design lights, despite the fact that neither glass nor plexiglass
would have normally fallen under the purview of the metal workshop.90
Although the metals workshop was one of the most successful at making
prototypes for industry, and the first to have designs bought and produced by
industry, the workshop still had problems being recognized as a good source of
design.91 The public, at least in the eyes of manufacturers, did not want objects in
base metals that looked like they were made cheaply by machine; they wanted
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objects that were lavish looking, even if the design of such objects was less avantgarde and exciting than the designs of the Bauhaus. Wilhelm Wagenfeld said of a
trip he made to a trade fair in 1924, “Dealers and manufacturers laughed over our
products. Although they looked like cheap machine products, they were in fact
expensive handicrafts. Their criticisms were justified.”92 The metal workshop
eventually earned high regard for innovative housewares made of aluminum—
they pioneered its use in household goods, but such innovations were not quickly
accepted. Years later Marianne Brandt, a Bauhaus student and designer, recalled
of aluminum in lamps: “People in those days thought aluminum was dreadful and
we therefore sometimes painted the shades.”93
Marianne Brandt also said she originally believed the value of a piece was
in its materials rather than its design, at least until Moholy-Nagy challenged her
beliefs. “At the time I was convinced that an object had to be beautiful because of
its materials. But I later came to the conclusion that the artist provides that final
effect.”94 It is too bad that it took such a long time for industry to feel the same
way. The designs that were made in those years are still well known and loved
today, bringing much higher prices from dealers than objects made with
expensive materials and poor design.95 Overall it served the metalsmithing
workshop well to have a master reviewing the form who pushed the students to go
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beyond traditional metal design and a master reviewing the construction who
could insure that those designs looked purposeful and well thought-out.
When the Bauhaus moved to Dessau in 1926, many of the Masters of
Craft were left behind since the new Young Masters, or recent graduates of the
Bauhaus, could easily and more cheaply fill the positions of both the Master of
Craft and the Master of Form.96 Dell was thus forced out of his position while
Moholy-Nagy remained, at least nominally, the head of the metalsmithing
workshop, although he relied on Marianne Brandt for most of the technical
teaching. She was an influence on many people in the Bauhaus, and was so
successful as a designer that copies and reinterpretations of her work were
prevalent even outside of the metalsmithing studios. It seems that she was the true
Master of Form and of Craft at the Dessau Bauhaus, despite the fact she was
technically only an assistant and was never hired as a Young Master.97
The Dessau Bauhaus concentrated on designing models for industry
because selling designs to factories was an important source of income.98 MoholyNagy made the first ties to factories through the metals workshop while still in
Weimar; yet when the focus of the entire school shifted in this direction there was
less time for each student to develop an individual style or means of expression.
Students thus were encouraged to stick to designs and motifs of the late Weimar
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Bauhaus. Documents show there were several student complaints and accusations
of lack of independence in the metals shop during this era.99
The actual spaces of the studios themselves were quite different between
Weimar and Dessau, and could help to reinforce the understanding of the different
phases of the workshop. The metal workshop in Wiemar was small and illequipped. It had been designed with an Expressionist theme and Arp-like
biomorphic worktables.100 The Dessau workshop, being designed entirely new for
the Bauhaus building by Gropius himself, was almost the exact opposite. It had
more space, more tools, and a constructivist-influenced layout that used the usual
and more practical rectangles for table shapes.101 The class sizes were quite small
throughout the Weimar and Dessau periods, rarely reaching over ten people at a
time.102 It was one of the few areas in the Bauhaus where one could find women,
though it took a while even for Marianne Brandt to be accepted. She was
eventually encouraged by Moholy-Nagy to pursue metalsmithing full time.103
The metal workshop at Dessau was under the leadership of Moholy-Nagy
until he left the Bauhaus with Gropius in March of 1928. At that point, Hannes
Meyer took over the leadership of the Bauhaus. Marianne Brandt was inclined to
leave along with Gropius and Moholy-Nagy; however, she was persuaded to stay
an extra year to head the metal workshop.104 She left in 1929, at which point
Hannes Meyer drastically changed the program by putting the wood, metals and
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mural painting workshops into one interior design studio under the leadership of a
former Weimar period Bauhaus student, Alfred Arndt.105 This forced Brandt to
resign, and without the influence of anyone specifically trained in metalsmithing,
the studio quickly lost any chance at being productive or innovative. A contract
for the factory production of fifty-three different designs for bedside lights and
desk lamps that had actually been organized by Brandt and Moholy-Nagy in 1927
was all the metals studio accomplished autonomously after its new inclusion in
the Interior Design program in late 1928. Even then, Meyer ended the lighting
contract early in 1930 and went to another company to make a line of just ten of
the original fifty-three designs.106
Hannes Meyer was not all bad for the crafts workshops, though. When he
became head of the Bauhaus and combined the wood, metal, and mural-painting
workshops, those workshops were forced to significantly change their ideas of
technology and its use in the arts. Not only was the change from a crafts
workshop to an interior design workshop significant, but Meyer’s extreme focus
on function rather than artistic or decorative design put pressure on the metal
workshop to reevaluate itself and what it was producing.107 The new curriculum
now included lessons in science and psychology that must have played a part it
the designs created under Meyer. He had switched the focus from artistically
well-designed objects to scientifically and socially well-designed objects.108 This
is evident in some of the tea services made during his leadership, in which the
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pieces from a single set lack a sense of common style since each is designed only
with its individual function in mind (Fig. 20).109
Meyer’s successor, Mies van der Rohe, essentially oversaw the end of the
crafts workshop at the Bauhaus. He turned the focus of the school almost
exclusively to architecture and maintained only a few craft workshops to round
out students’ knowledge, if they desired.110 Gropius, on the other hand, had
originally intended to create an architecture school, had always hoped to have
strong influences from the crafts, and required every student to go through the
crafts program before attempting architecture. When Meyer left and Mies van der
Rohe took over, the craft workshops were all but eliminated. They were further
consolidated, and made into electives rather than requirements that must be taken
before the architecture program. Mies even allowed students with previous
experience to skip the preliminary and crafts programs altogether.111 This speaks
to a more fundamental change, showing that the ideals behind learning the crafts
were also eliminated from the Bauhaus’ mentality. However, for most of its
existence the metal workshop had been extraordinarily innovative in the use of
materials, in designing simple forms that served their function, and in the lack of
social status markings in general. Thus even when the workshop was not really
producing anything, there continued to be an avant-garde look to the items that
were mass-produced in its name.
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Modernism in the Mainstream, the Art Deco Style

Art Deco occurred concurrently with the Bauhaus. The two groups
interacted to some extent, responding to one another in design and technique
development.112 Because of this overlap, some jewelry and metalsmithing
scholars have a tendency to lump them together, despite major basic differences.
For one, Art Deco was never a school, and the people who were creating and
designing Art Deco pieces did not share any strong sense of community nor any
particular social and political drive behind their work.113 Art Deco designers, like
the Art Nouveau designers, worked in nationalist styles. French Art Deco is, for
instance, ornate in comparison to German Art Deco, which was hugely influenced
by the austere work of the Bauhaus.114 In reality, the people who were producing
designs in the Art Deco style had no self-conscious sense of being part of a
movement. At the time, the style was called Art Moderne.115 The label “Art
Deco” did not even come into use until the 1960s. It was coined as part of the
scholarly discourse of the era, in recognition of an important 1925 Parisian show
“Exposition Internationale des Arts Décoratifs et Industriels Modernes.”116 The
set of patterns, influences, and styles that are today considered the hallmarks of
Art Deco were really just the fashion of the day, drawn from the various popular
and important art movements happening at the same time.
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Art Deco’s dominant use of black and white with only a touch of the
primary colors, especially red, is borrowed from the De Stijl movement, while the
architectonic lines and shapes come from Cubism and Constructivism. Lack of
decoration in favor of a simple machined look is an influence from the Bauhaus,
the Futurists, and much of modernist design philosophy.117 Much of the Art Deco
did use simple decoration, especially in its earlier years from about 1910 to 1925.
The decoration, similar to the flattened patterns of Fauvist paintings, usually
consists of very geometric patterns that reference Islamic tile designs, and stylized
Egyptian motifs.118 Overall, Art Deco shows a fascination with technology and
the hope it inspires for a better world.119
America, due to its technological developments and strong economy, had
become a credible source for modernistic design. Hollywood helped spread the
American version of Art Deco, and France was quickly usurped as the sole
innovator of modern design. The American public delighted in this new style that
celebrated their ingenuity through the machine.120 The American aesthetic
employed the idea of technology through the use of machined-looking precision
and streamlining.121 Skyscrapers took on a symbolic importance, standing as
proof to the greatness of the culture that created them, as well as the engineers and
technologists who made them possible.122 However, Art Deco in Europe was
never as popular as Art Nouveau or Arts and Crafts. Part of the reason it was not
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as popular in Europe was the lack of sponsorship from governments and museums
in comparison to the aid received by the Arts and Crafts and the Art Nouveau
styles. European Art Deco was generally more classical in design, borrowing
more from ancient local cultures than a machine aesthetic. 123 Throughout the
world, Art Deco was a commercial style and design professionals in Europe and
America appreciated it; they understood its references to other contemporaneous
art movements and its excellent adaptation of archaic styles for the modern
world.124
When compared with Bauhaus design, Art Deco has many similar
influences, and while it was adapted to commercial sale more wholly than the
Bauhaus, it was still very much a style for designers rather than the general
public, who still craved traditional designs.125 It is important to note that many of
the ideas and ideals of those working in the Art Deco were celebrating the era in
which they lived, an aspect of the Art Deco that parallels the Bauhaus but lacks
the reformist mindset.
Another important factor in the development of this rather modernist style
was the growing independence of women. While they certainly were not yet the
equals of men, there was a feminist movement beginning. In the 1920s many
women cut their hair short like boy’s hair, went into the workforce, and won the
right to vote.126 These women demanded a style that would prove to the world
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that they were liberated, and thus the image of the flapper was created. Short hair,
lower necklines, and more cosmetics all called for a very different set of
accessories. Long earrings and necklaces, larger and flashier pins and bracelets,
and attention-catching pocket mirrors and make-up cases became popular (Fig.
21). Jewelry was being made for women to buy for themselves instead of for men
to buy for women.127 It helped also that a new diamond source was found, and
new ways of setting stones in large clusters were being invented and used.128
Advancing technology allowed for easier use of platinum. Perhaps most
important was the discovery in 1877 of how to liquefy oxygen and its subsequent
use for hotter burning torches, which were required to reach platinum’s high
melting point.129 These new torches, along with the discovery of several new
sources of platinum, made the creation of platinum jewelry possible.130 Platinum
is quite durable, does not tarnish, and has very little memory, or in other words is
not very springy.131 This meant that jewelers had more freedom of form, since
they could move platinum into any shape, and it would stay exactly where they
put it. With its superior strength, platinum allowed the use of less metal in stone
settings (Fig. 22).132 Stones in such settings were brighter and more prominent, a
popular feature that increased the use of platinum and led to the development of
the invisible set stone. The invisible set is a method of setting a group of stones so
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that there are no visible prongs or bezels holding them in place. Soon after its
invention jewelry consisted of fields of uninterrupted precious stones (Fig. 23).133
Cheap, man-made materials such as bakelite were also being used. New sources
of diamonds made that gem plentiful and they were often used in unexpected
combinations with non-precious materials (Fig. 24).134 For American Art Deco
artists at least, this was not generally an attempt to comment on the idea of status
symbols or preciousness, but to add color and texture without much cost, as well
as to catch the public’s attention with something new.135 Many European
consumers, especially the French, were more interested in candidly opulent
metalwork.136
Paul Flato was perhaps one of the best-known jewelers in this time period,
at least in America.137 He set up a studio in New York City between the wars, and
became extremely popular with the best movie stars. He eventually opened a store
in Hollywood and created unique jewelry for his clients. Celebrities wore his
works on screen and in the tabloids, providing free and international publicity.138
In a way, Flato represented the opposite of the Bauhaus’ ideals, and sided more
with the French desire for luxury. He did not generally attempt to keep his
material costs down, or create objects of good design and beauty for the masses
(Fig. 25). As Claire Phillips points out in Jewelry from Antiquity to Present, the
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jewelry he made that was inexpensive was also inelegant, bulky, and rather crude
in design. 139 These pieces seem to be the beginnings of the mass-produced
jewelry that features names or short messages such as “best friends.” Surprisingly
popular, they brought many customers to his store who would then buy more
expensive, and tasteful, pieces. In fact he took commissions for such works from
the biggest stars in Hollywood and Broadway. Yet most of his handmade work for
celebrities are one-of-a-kind pieces. These exhibit a great sense of consideration,
care, and cleverness. Despite some differences in philosophy, at least in regards to
utopian ideals, Flato was still in touch with the mores of his time. There are pieces
that celebrate the machine and technology, such as a pair of nut and bolt cufflinks
he made in gold (Fig. 26). While he seemed to avoid the rounded, streamlined
style of the time, his jewelry is also much plainer than much of the jewelry being
made by other large jewelry houses at the time. While Flato’s work does not
evidence an ardent devotion to the avant-garde artistic ideals of his era, he does
represent the adaptation of those artistic ideals for the average person, and he
certainly had an effect on the tastes of the general consumer. The popular
attention he garnered and the success of his protégé, Fulco di Verdura, must have
influenced the jewelers beginning to congregate in the artistic centers of
Greenwich Village and San Francisco.
Two other metalsmiths working in this period were Janet Payne Bowles
and Marie Zimmermann. Bowles studied and worked in New York City. While
there she was strongly influenced by the European Expressionists and created
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loose hollowware pieces that flew in the face of the conventional Arts and Crafts
style and the popular Modernist style. She was interested in the avant-garde
philosophical ideas as well as in psychology and psychoanalysis, and is a very
early forerunner of the Surrealist, and Abstract Expressionist styles in
metalsmithing.140 The rough, undisguised construction apparent in Bowles’
Chalice and Fork, both made of silver, is characteristic of unrefined work in steel
(Figs. 27 and 28). The excess of gloopy metal at the seams makes it appear that
the pieces are welded together. Everything about the pieces speaks of haste and a
general lack of interest in craftsmanship.
Conversely, Zimmermann falls thoroughly within the Art Deco or Art
Moderne style. All her work is finely crafted, to the point of machined perfection
in many cases. In her early career, she used detailed Eastern-influenced
decoration and materials ranging from iron to platinum (Fig. 29).141 By the late
1920s, she was creating spun-copper pieces devoid of decoration.142 These later
objects show the influence of the Bauhaus and Constructivism in America as they
were developing in Europe, and further proves the awareness of craftspeople to
the latest ideas of the avant-garde.
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Mid-Century Metalsmithing: The 1930s to the 1950s

Build up to the Second World War

The general flamboyance of the Art Deco and the “Roaring Twenties” was
quickly subdued by the onset of the Great Depression in America and the new
threat of war in Europe. Nationalism was a growing force throughout the Western
world, as each country tried to rebuild and redefine itself. The United States,
which had gone through the First World War relatively unharmed, was brought
down by the stock market crash of 1929 and a devastating drought. American
artists and craftspeople, in an attempt to gain more respect in the art world,
concentrated on creating a new, distinctly American style. They took the rural,
industrial, and Native-American aspects of American life and history as
inspiration.143 Europe was still trying to restore the damage done to it during the
First World War, as well as dealing with a growing rift between its politically
divided populace.144 Like their American counterparts, fine artists in Europe had
been trying to create a new style, though they based their style on the art of other
cultures and ideas of psychoanalysis from Freud and Jung.145 The Europeans,
however, were the leaders of the art world and did not feel any need to prove
themselves. In fact, the academies still held to the ideal of realism and they, along
with the conservative political groups rising to power, were shunning new artists
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and their non-traditional style.146 The conservative movement sweeping through
Europe actually strove to make the general populace feel that the avant-garde
artists were crazy, delusional, and traitors to their countries. The Nazis went to far
as to gather a show of “degenerate art.”147 European craftspeople were also
moving towards the non-traditional and avant-garde.
At the time, American artists were getting government funding for public
art projects. Unfortunately, American metalsmiths were left out of these
programs, since they were not seen as creating art, especially not an art that might
benefit the masses.148 Metalsmiths in Europe were also somewhat excluded from
the main art discourse of the day and any special funding that might come with it.
Metalsmiths were left to fend for themselves as peripheral figures. Many
European metalworkers moved to the United States to avoid the growing political
strife. Eventually luxury taxes and the need for metals in the war effort forced
many metalsmiths on both continents to take other jobs.149
Metalsmiths from Depression-era America and through World War II had
many of the same ideals as the avant-garde European painters and sculptors
working in this period. These ideals were brought overseas with the émigrés.
They were influenced by the philosophical thoughts of the Surrealists especially,
but also the Dadaists.150 Most American artists, including metalsmiths,
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congregated in either New York City or San Francisco. In New York City, like
many artists of the era, most metalsmiths had their own workshops in Greenwich
Village.151 These generally also served as a place to sell their pieces, since there
were not very many galleries showing modern metalwork, especially with
decreased popular interest.152 Sam Kramer’s workshop, which opened in 1939,
was perhaps one of the most notorious in the Village.153 What follows is a
description of Kramer, his work, and his studio in the 1940s from Toni Lesser
Wolf’s article The Intimate Art:
Kramer was, in many senses of the term, a Surrealist. His work, according
to his own promotional bravado, was “fantastic jewelry for people who are
slightly mad… things to titillate the damndest ego—utter weirdities
conceived in moments of semi-madness… some things have a morbid
feeling; tortured and massive, they almost cry out with hysteria.” Kramer’s
8th Street shop in Manhattan boasted a bronze hand as a doorknob that
sported a pigskin glove in the winter. Many former patrons still recall
Kamer as an eccentric who loved nothing more than to shock his
customers.154
Kramer’s words echo Salvador Dalí and invoke the Beat counterculture
with elements of the tough-guy individualism that characterized the Abstract
Expressionists in the 1950s. He was a part of the early crowd of artists living a
bohemian lifestyle, who would later grow into the leaders of the American art
scene. As a whole, this group of artists called for something new, something
beyond mere decoration and beauty.155 They had given up on the Arts and Crafts
ideals of beauty and functionality. Instead, the only thing of importance for them
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was the understanding of human society through a common psyche and its
subsequent improvement. In fact, the beautiful was almost unanimously rejected
in favor of bringing to light taboo: the ugly, misunderstood, and ignored parts of
life.156 The Surrealists influenced the up and coming Abstract Expressionists, and
some later became important members of that movement.
Metalsmiths were not quick to follow into Abstract Expressionism,
however, since it often called for a near-ecstatic state of uncontrolled creation.
Metalsmithing is not easily, nor safely, done in such a manner. Kramer
experimented with many techniques hoping to find one that would remove his self
from the creation of the object. He and a fellow metalworker, Francisco Rebajes,
developed the method of making pieces by melting, fusing and otherwise
changing the red hot metal through the use of a flame (Fig. 30). 157 This was far
from uncontrolled; however, it distanced Kramer from what was done and had an
element of earthy primacy, at least for Kramer, since it was a reenactment of what
had happened to the metal before it had been mined from the ground.158
Francisco Rebajes started making jewelry in his Greenwich Village
workshop as early as 1934. His work reflects a knowledge of and appreciation for
Cubism and Constructivism in particular (Fig. 31). This is probably a natural
outgrowth of the several years he spent studying in Spain during the 1910s. While
there, he was probably exposed to works by Pablo Picasso and to a range of
important European art movements. He was originally a small-scale sculptor,
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working with found materials, mainly old tin cans. After setting up his studio in
New York, he started making jewelry out of scrap metal, mostly copper, hoping to
earn some extra money.159 By 1942, he was successful enough to open a lavish
store on Fifth Avenue and a workshop in which he employed over one-hundred
artisans. This set-up was reminiscent of the Wiener Werkstätte, which also
employed hundreds of craftspeople to execute the designs of artists. The
components of individual pieces produced at Rebajes’ workshop were machinemade and merely assembled by hand; he often added hammer marks meant to
make them look handmade like the van de Velde pieces discussed earlier (Fig.
32). Rebajes seems to have been a much calmer and more serious person than
Kramer, and his jewelry is not nearly as innovative as Kramer’s was.160 This is to
be expected, since sculpture was his first love, and he did not seem to be truly
interested in jewelry or metalsmithing as a mode of expression. In general, his
metalwork is a good adaptation of other styles into the realm of jewelry and
metalsmithing. Overall, he is more important to metalsmiths as a source of
sculpture techniques and concepts and a model for financial success in the field of
handmade metalsmithing.161
Another influential metalsmith who began her career in the pre-World
War II era was Margret Craver. She was from Kansas and began her career there.
In the thirties, the Midwest was a center for Arts and Crafts-inspired metalwork,
with many silversmithing workshops in Chicago, as well as the important
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Cranbrook Academy of Art in Bloomfield Hills, Michigan, near Detroit.162 Craver
studied with Arthur Neville Kirk, an Englishman teaching at Cranbrook, and was
also able to go abroad to study metalsmithing. She felt she could not learn all the
techniques she wished to learn in the United States. Carver made complex
hollowware as well as some jewelry (Fig. 33). By 1938, she was exhibiting
internationally to great acclaim. During the war, she volunteered in a hospital,
where she was inspired to create a therapeutic metalsmithing program.
Metalsmithing requires fine motor skills and repetitive motions. Craver exploited
these facts in her program to help soldiers regain strength and control of their
arms and hands. After the war, she was responsible for bringing several European
metalsmiths to the United States to teach workshops geared towards faculty at the
growing number of university programs in metalsmithing.163 She greatly assisted
the development of the American metalsmithing community by bringing it
together and facilitating the development of a common core of knowledge and
skills.164
The Second World War was a huge obstacle for the field of
metalsmithing. People were called upon to give up their precious metal objects to
help support the war, factories were converted to produce wartime goods, and
men were becoming soldiers.165 Women were taking over their husband’s jobs.
Everyday life changed drastically as there were fewer elegant social opportunities,
and styles moved toward the practical. Jewelry, when it was worn, was smaller
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and much less extravagant. Plastic, aluminum, and stainless steel, much cheaper
than fine metals, were used to fabricate everyday household items.166 In short, the
creation of metal objects for civilian use was all but halted during the war, at all
levels of production—from the handmade to the mass-produced. 167 The market
for handmade silver and jewelry was permanently downsized by high costs when
compared with newer materials and mass-production technologies.
In contrast to the widespread, reforming spirit that followed the First
World War, the Second World War made most people long for a simpler time.
They strove to make their lives as stable as possible, and in the process caused a
certain amount of stagnation throughout society. Many, feeling depressed and
disillusioned, desired a simple life centered around family and felt that by
returning to comforting tradition they would be able to “reclaim” the easier, more
stable lives of their past.168 This led to an era of relatively conservative
materialism, and while many elements of the Art Deco style were still used, most
items were not as daring as those that had come before the war. Artists and
thinkers reacted against this stifling conservativism, and their opposition to it
helped create a rebellious youth counter culture that embraced the creation of
fresh styles and the exploration of new ideas. Interest in Eastern cultures rose,
since many felt that there might be some innate flaw in Western society that led to
such destructive, terrible wars.169 Pacifism, meditation, the human unconscious,
and losing oneself in mental pursuits became the vogue. The influence of Dada,
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Surrealism, and Expressionism was strongly felt by the artists in America who
were reacting to the dehumanizing nature of war. Naïve art was a renewed subject
of interest from the Cubists and Fauvists, much like Eastern cultures, since it bore
no ties to the cultures that had brought about such devastation.170 All these
influences had an impact on post-war metalwork.
Margaret de Patta began making her Bauhaus inspired jewelry around
1940. She studied with Moholy-Nagy at his Institute of Design in Chicago from
1940 to 1941.171 Under Moholy-Nagy’s direction, de Patta began exploring the
ways in which stones bend and shape light (Fig. 34). He pushed her towards
Constructivism, and his impact on her designs can be readily seen (Fig. 35). She
was also inspired to make limited-production jewelry from inexpensive materials,
in an attempt to make her work available to a wide public (Fig. 36). Margaret de
Patta had a large impact on San Francisco area metalsmiths, and helped create the
San Francisco Metal Arts Guild in 1951. The foundation of the Metal Arts Guild
was an important step for the field of metalsmithing, and was one of the first
organized groups for metalworkers in the United States.172
There was a great amount of experimentation in all areas, and
metalsmithing was an exciting subject for many artists, including a number who
did not primarily work in the medium.173 It had extraordinary flexibility in form
and style, and was often connected to ritualistic, symbolic use. Artists picked up
on the developments in technology and style that had come before the war, like
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the clash between mechanization and human labor, and saw in these ideas a
relationship to the ideas they had about Western civilization and humanity’s
ailments.
As the post-war fever for experimentation grew, America became the
breeding ground for this new youth culture movement. Europe had been
devastated by the war, while America had been left relatively unharmed, at least
physically. Factories quickly switched gears from wartime manufacture to
producing consumer goods. America also had a wealth of great modern artists,
designers, and craftspeople who had fled Europe to escape the war. New York
became the new center of the art world, and many Americans went there to learn
from the European masters. Abstract Expressionism grew in popularity. Artists
such as Jackson Pollack were quickly adopted by the counterculture. As that
culture was adopted by the younger generation, these artists became pop idols in
many ways, and their work was seen as an expression of the growing influence of
the new irreverent culture.174 They were seen as rebels, and while they had much
of the same attitude and flamboyance as their “Roaring Twenties” Art Deco
counterparts, they were rebelling against the norm instead of joining in the
general excitement of the period. Because of this rebellious spirit, the artists of the
period were willing to try to experiment with virtually any new idea or medium
that presented itself to them, including Eastern religion, Freudian and Jungian
thought, and industrial materials.
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Many artists began experimenting with making jewelry to give voice to
their desire to have objects—really status symbols, but they would have claimed
the opposite—that would separate them from the materialistic, conservative world
they thought caused so many problems. Most of these pieces were novel in their
unique application of artistic ideas to the field of jewelry, but making jewelry was
itself a novelty for them, so they were not pushing the field to expand its
conception of itself. Usually, these artists began by designing jewelry for
themselves and as gifts. These efforts were sometimes aided by jewelers, who
were subsequently encouraged by the artists they were helping to push their
jewelry into the realm of high art.175 This effectively showed jewelers, as well as
many other metalsmiths, the potential their craft had in the modern, mechanized
era. They did not have to imitate machine made goods or to celebrate the utopian
world machines were supposed to help create. Human involvement in artwork
became very important once again, and the Arts and Crafts celebration of
handmade objects was renewed.176 Instead of so strongly referring to the political,
social ideals of the Arts and Crafts movement, artists and metalsmiths were
referencing themes from Surrealism and Abstract Expressionism.

Artists and Amateurs Entering the Field of Metalsmithing

The phenomenon of artists as jewelers received its first major critical
attention in 1946 when the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in New York City
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put up a show called “Modern Handmade Jewelry.” It included 25 artists and
craftsmen, specifically including jewelry by well-known artists, to introduce the
idea of jewelry as a very personal kind of sculpture. It also showed jewelry made
by returning soldiers who had started taking classes in jewelry-making for
rehabilitation purposes. The MoMA had hosted these types of classes, and the
director, impressed with the ingenuity of the soldiers’ work, decided to make a
show to display what was going on in the field of handmade jewelry.177 Due to the
fact that these former soldiers and other amateurs did not have the benefit of years
of jewelry-making experience nor the desire to become full-time jewelers, they
approached jewelry-making in completely novel ways. The show included pieces
made of found objects like safety pins, simple twisted or forged base-metal wire,
uncut stones and glass, as well as simple lost wax pieces that seemed to revel in
their undisguised drippiness (Fig. 37).178 The jewelry pieces made by artists were
the most exciting to jewelers, for they were the pieces that pushed artistic ideas,
explored various aesthetic possibilities to their fullest extent, and validated the
artistic possibilities of jewelry.179
The acclaim “Modern Handmade Jewelry” received helped inspire other
recognized artists, as well as many average citizens, to make jewelry. Most
jewelry work by amateurs was done from 1930 to 1970, with a peak following the
war and moving through to the mid-1960s.The fact that it was a show at the
MoMA was also critical, especially for the field of serious handmade jewelry177
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making. In effect, it was an acceptance of the art within the craft, and the
possibility of making jewelry objects on a truly equal level with other arts media
was an exciting opportunity.180 Instead of limiting themselves to making
functional craft objects, jewelers could be as creative and conceptual as they
wished to be, with much more support than they had previously had.
Several major artists experimented with jewelry-making. This group
includes Alexander Calder, Salvador Dalí, Roy Lichtenstein, Jim Dine, Jean
Cocteau, Niki de Saint Phalle, Louise Nevelson, Pablo Picasso, Max Ernst,
Georges Braque, Jean Arp, José de Rivera, Man Ray, Jean Dubuffet, César, Annie
Albers, André Derain, Sonia Delaunay, Harry Bertoia, Alberto Giacometti, Lucio
Fontana, Pol Bury, Jean Lurçat, Dorothea Tanning, Méret Oppenheim and Claire
Falkenstein—an impressive, though not necessarily exhaustive, list provided to
illustrate the extent of the trend. This tendency probably started as a way of
making extra money during the Depression years. This idea passed through the art
world, perhaps starting with Calder’s early works from 1929, which he displayed
at showings of his Circus.181 Harry Bertoia, a friend of Calder’s, was soon to
follow him, and Bertoia made jewelry in a very similar style.182 The idea of
making jewelry and some of the techniques to do so slowly spread through the art
world. This dissemination of knowledge is probably what brought so much
attention to the medium, and soon artists such as Picasso were going to wellknown jewelry workshops to have their designs produced by someone with more
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experience. 183 Since much of this jewelry was intended as a source of quick cash
for the artists who produced it, it was never quite given the same status as the
sculptures and paintings these artists created, which always overshadowed their
jewelry work. Pol Bury’s remarks are telling:
I have a great fondness for tiny pieces of work which alas I have only
produced in the form of jewellery. This prejudice against jewellery comes
from the fact that there are too many conventions and that it’s never seen
as being independent from the woman wearing it. Its purpose is to flatter
her.184
Artists often only designed the jewelry that is attributed to them, which is
another reason jewelry by these artists was discounted. Many did not have the
skills to fabricate any part of it, and thus needed to rely on others to execute their
designs. This may also be the reason so few artists became devoted to making
jewelry on a consistent basis. Being physical, visual people, they did not feel a
strong connection to work they had not actually constructed. Especially for
Surrealists and Abstract Expressionists, members of the reigning art movements
of the time, physical involvement with the artwork was very important. They
believed they were letting go of their consciousness while they worked and
tapping into a larger, more meaningful subconscious world. The process of
making underpinned their theories on art and why it was important to society.185
To take away the chance to reach their subconscious meant that they could not
make the fullest, most rewarding kind of art. Dalí’s jewelry, like many of his
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works which he did not create himself, was criticized for that fact.186 Other artists
were extremely involved in the jewelry-making process, even if they did not
physically make the pieces. Georges Braque, for instance, discovered jewelrymaking at the age of eighty-one. While he had to have someone help him make it,
he was intensely involved in its fabrication. In all, Braque designed and oversaw
the creation of 133 pieces of jewelry in the last year of his life.187
As is to be expected, these artists made jewelry that related to their larger
work through similar motifs, designs, and styles. Sometimes the larger works
served as the inspiration for the jewelry. These artists were also influenced by the
traditional jewelry they saw all around them. Perhaps because it was not their
primary focus, most artists’ jewelry work did not challenge the concept of jewelry
as lavish adornment, nor did it question the forms of pendant, brooch, or bracelet.
Interestingly, the brooch and the pendant were the favored forms of the painters,
corresponding more closely than other jewelry types to the two-dimensional
nature of the artists’ primary medium. Artists making bracelets, earrings and rings
tended to work in three dimensions in their primary work. Some artists, however,
pushed the idea of jewelry without knowing they were doing so. For example,
Dalí’s somewhat grotesque ruby-encrusted mouth brooch, which could be
interpreted just as easily as a terrible wound or even female genitalia, intended to
be placed over the heart where no mouth, wound or vagina ought to be, is rather
disturbing (Fig. 38). The creation of such threatening pieces has been an
important aspect of metalsmithing and jewelry ever since (Figs. 39 and 40). Other
186
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artists, such as Calder, followed in the tradition of the Arts and Crafts movement
and the Bauhaus, often using base materials in pure, simple geometric forms (Fig.
41). Calder and many others also used precious materials in unrefined pieces
mimicking tribal jewelry from around the world (Fig. 42). These influences are
highly relevant because they reveal the sources from which these artists garnered
their information on the traditional uses of jewelry.
Most of the artist-conceived jewelry produced after the war consisted of
pieces made as gifts for spouses, friends, relatives, or collectors, so the jewelry
could be as unconventional as the artist wished since there was no need to rely
upon their jewelry for income.188 Even jewelry that was made for sale was not
generally a main source of income for post-war artists. Calder, for example, began
showing jewelry at his 1929 one-man exhibition at the Berlin gallery, NeumannNierendorf. This was only his second solo show, and it was the first to include
jewelry.189 It is evident he enjoyed making these pieces, since they have the same
lively feel to them as his other pieces, most notably his famous Circus, which he
actively showed from 1927-1930 (Fig. 43).190 In an interview with Paul
Cummings for the Smithsonian’s Archives of American Art, Calder tells about the
first piece of jewelry he made and expresses his enjoyment in making such works:
PAUL CUMMINGS: What about the marvelous jewelry because have you
made that for a long, long time or is that—
ALEXANDER CALDER: Yeah I've made a lot of jewelry.
PAUL CUMMINGS: You know, you see them constantly, when, how did
that start though?
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ALEXANDER CALDER: Well, I was in Berlin for a little while [1929]
and there was a girl I knew, Chantal Quenneville, and she was a painter.
She looked like a pug boxer but she painted dinky little portraits. I made a
fly out of brass wire, about that big and then it had a collar, simple wire,
and then a beam out here and the fly stuck out in front and wobbled
(laugh).
PAUL CUMMINGS: So that was the beginning of it.
ALEXANDER CALDER: Yeah.
PAUL CUMMINGS: Do you have any idea how many pieces of jewelry
you've made over the years, or is that endless?
ALEXANDER CALDER: No.
LOUISA CALDER: Suitcases of it.191
The jump stylistically from Calder’s wire sculpture to his wire jewelry is
small, and while it seems the piece he speaks about above was a gift, much of the
jewelry he made after it was most likely produced as a means of supporting
himself while he was traveling between New York and Paris in the late 1920s and
early 1930s. Calder’s jewelry matured a great deal from his first pieces, becoming
much less whimsical, and closer in theme to his mobiles and stabiles (Figs. 44 and
45). By this time the war ended he was making jewelry for his own pleasure, as
gifts, or on commission, but he did not need to make it for a living.
Calder was an important member of the art world, he knew many
prominent artists, and may have influenced them. Some scholars in the
metalsmithing field, Ralph Turner, to name one, feel Calder’s jewelry is
comparable in importance to Rodin in sculpture and Cézanne in painting.192 In
general, his work can be seen as a rejection of the older, more classical forms,
which involved great ties to naturalism and concepts of form and composition.
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This sort of rejection was the style of the day. Dadaists, for instance, validated
their entire body of work on the premise that there was a need for the destruction
of the old rules. Calder, by contrast, rejected the old ways, but did not lose respect
for them. His jewelry pieces show great care and attention, as well as his concern
for aesthetics. His works are not formal and sometimes appear to be quick
sketches of more finished jewelry objects, but they are always well composed and
work well on the body.
Most major artists who made jewelry strove to make it into badges or
wearable symbols of their thoughts and beliefs.193 They were rarely concerned
with the preciousness of the materials they used, and in fact often used junk. This
saved them money, and allowed them to be freer with their designs. They used
base materials to re-examine society’s understanding of jewelry as precious,
included imperfections to challenge the rigidity of jewelry’s aesthetics. They also
played with the idea of wearing a sculpture that might threaten or enhance the
body wearing it. In all respects, these artists wanted to push the field of jewelry
beyond its basic qualities of adornment: some did this by returning jewelry to its
primitive, ritualistic purposes; while others made jewelry into a wearable
philosophical statement. Other important themes pioneered by these artists, and
still used by today’s jewelers, are the irreverent handling of gold and precious
gems, the reverent use of less precious materials like silver and pebbles, and the
exploration of textured surfaces.
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Developments After the Second World War

For metalsmiths, the post-war period was an era of experimentation, as it
was for the fine arts. Metalworkers continued in the vein of Sam Kramer, Margret
Craver, and Margaret de Patta; they strove to put feeling and thought into their
pieces, and pushed their work to new levels of creativity. They hoped to be as
successful, if not more so, than the artists dabbling in jewelry around them. The
formation of art communities in Greenwich Village and San Francisco was an
important development that helped metalsmiths gain a sense of group identity.194
The history of metalwork was more fully appreciated by many in the
metalsmithing community, due in part to the influence of new and enlarged
university programs in metals.195 Universities were creating new metalsmithing
programs in response to the huge influx of students that resulted from passage of
the GI bill.196 Teaching in these programs was not solely studio-based, but
included an art history component of which the history of metal work was an
important part. As had happened at the Bauhaus three decades earlier, artists
working in close proximity and feeling a sense of community discussed their
work with one another. Metalsmiths now knew what their contemporaries were
working on, and there were more places to learn the various techniques.197 Many
looked to the past and returned to techniques that had been forgotten by Western
cultures. Others turned to diverse parts of the world and adapted ideas from non194
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Western sources.198 The ancient Egyptians and Etruscans were particularly fine
metalsmiths for their time, and their styles and techniques have often been
mimicked in this century.199 Post-war metalsmiths also explored medieval
religious ware, especially its combination of symbolism and ritualistic function.
They even turned a critical eye to the very recent Art Nouveau and Bauhaus
pieces, which served as examples of the ways in which art could be put into
generally mundane objects without risking the extreme anachronism of the Arts
and Crafts.200
Americans especially benefited. Where they had previously been imitating
European design, they now were able to learn directly from the European masters
who had fled to America during the war. Thanks in large part to Margret Craver,
hand-raising became popular again through workshops she organized with
European silversmiths to teach American professors.201 Rediscovered techniques,
such as plique-à-jour enameling and granulation, from earlier in the century
helped build knowledge as well.
Some key American metalsmiths of the era include Paul Lobel, Hans
Christiansen, Fred Farr, Phillip Morton, Ed Wiener, John Prip, Art Smith, Adda
Husted-Andersen, Ed Levin, John Miller, Earl Pardon, Alma Eikerman, Allan
Adler, merry renk, Christian Schmidt, Art Pulos, Joan Hurst and Jill Kingsbury.
Important European metalsmiths include Friedrich Becker, Max Fröhlich,
Elisabeth Treskow, Herbert Zeitner, Hermann Jünger, Sigurd Persson, Irena
198
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Brynner, Giorgio and Arnaldo Pomodoro, Mario Pinton, and Gerda Flockinger.
These groups are often hard to separate as many of these artists were born in one
country, studied in another, and spent the majority of their careers in yet another.
All of this travel helped the emerging sense of community, and the selfrecognition of these art metalsmiths helped to raise awareness of metalsmithing as
an art form.202 The increased interest in metals among the arts community
generally meant that metalsmiths were able to secure more shows. As gallery
owners began to see the amount of artisic metalwork that was being produced,
they started to schedule shows. By the late 1950s, there were even some galleries
that specialized in art metal objects.203
Gradually, this explosion of experimentation in the metalsmithing field
and greater public interest led to a lessening of the ideals of craftsmanship. Arthur
Pulos, a metalsmith and industrial designer, stated at a 1983 meeting of
metalsmiths that the 1940s had the “lingering glow of the Arts and Crafts
movement” and while the immediate post-World War II period experienced a
surge in American crafts, the experience of making was more important than the
quality of the product.204 A parallel can be seen in painters of the era who were
also letting go of their concerns about the craft and materials they used, and today
many museums are having difficulties keeping low-grade paints, collaged paper,
and other things from decaying or even falling off the canvases. It might be
argued that this lowering of quality of craftsmanship was a natural outgrowth of
202
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the infusion of large numbers of new practitioners into the field, or that renewed
interest in metals by the consumer led some to sacrifice quality for quick profit. It
is important to remember, however, that the lowering of quality was more a
byproduct of the ideas and effects the metalsmiths were trying to achieve with
their work. It was precisely this letting go of strict rules of technique that allowed
metalsmiths to express ideas about ritual and fetish from native groups, taboo, and
voyeurism. Happenings or events, what today would be called performance art,
also may have interested some metalsmiths, who saw the making of the piece as
important as the piece itself.205 Some deliberately tried to alter their state of mind
while they were working, to remove their own conscious ideas from the creative
process and allow their connection to the greater human consciousness rule their
actions. Others expressed a belief that the metal was an entity in its own right that
should not be mastered but more appropriately collaborated with.206 This went
beyond the usual craftsperson’s need to know the quality and feel of the materials.
A lack of technical refinement was generally purposeful and done in order
to imitate the work of native cultures. It gave the pieces a sense of age and
repeated use, free of sophisticated technology or advanced techniques. Simplified
forms and symbolic representative forms were common as well. Borrowed from
the Cubists and perhaps inspired by Rebajes’ guitar pins, Ed Wiener, Paul Lobel
and others made violins, cellos and other such instruments.207 Stars, fish, dancers,
and birds were also common themes (Figs. 46, 47, and 48). The use of patina was
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also fundamental to the creation of the sense of age and use. Recessed areas that
would go untouched in use were given a patina and where these pieces would
come into contact with skin or clothing, and thus be slightly abraded, the piece
was allowed to remain the original color of the metal, though not at a high polish.
Art Smith and Earl Pardon show an adept sense of this, and by doing so they give
the viewer and wearer clues to the piece’s use (Figs. 49 and 50). Rough texture
and seemingly haphazardly placed elements are another way of creating a sense of
naïve, ritualistic pieces. There is a sense of randomness, yet overall such pieces
are beautiful objects of precious materials, which leads the viewer to believe that
perhaps there is a reason for them. Such pieces can become almost like amulets,
with parts added to give security or magical ability to the wearer. Hermann Jünger
and Elizabeth Treskow make good examples of pieces in this spirit (Figs. 51 and
52). Another way of making a piece look like a fetish was to copy the design
patterns of an exotic culture and incorporate techniques used by that culture;
granulation was especially popular. Metalsmiths used simple geometric patterns,
such as zigzags or similar linear designs, sometimes combined with stones
wrapped in wire rather than set in bezels or prongs (Fig. 53 and 54).
The ideas of the taboo, and of voyeurism to expose the taboo in human
life, is perhaps best seen in Kramer’s continuing work. His taxidermy eyes
sprouting from pieces in odd places put emphasis on the grotesque and forces the
viewer to acknowledge the grotesque. His bizarre looking pieces are often staring
out at people as if they are the truly grotesque ones (Fig. 55). While Kramer may
be the most obvious example, he was not the only metalsmith from this period
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influenced by this Surrealist idea of the taboo. A few similarly inclined artists
were Ed Weiner, merry renk, Joan Hurst and Jill Kingsbury. Weiner made use of
abstracted humanoid figures, many times with overly emphasized eyes or orifices,
which, along with their amoeboid shapes, suggest everything from the repulsive
to the elegant (Fig. 56). merry renk, influenced by the ideas of the Bauhaus while
she studied at Maholy-Nagy’s Institute of Design to use lowercase letters for her
name, was one of the first to begin putting very personal thoughts and feelings
into her work (Fig. 57).208
The experience of wearing the jewelry and using the objects these
metalsmiths made was another critical consideration for them as they worked.209
Art Smith’s work was large and sculptural, often appearing to be quite restrictive.
Yet it was important to him to make his pieces comfortable to wear. Fred Fenster,
who grew up in New York City and later became a well-known metalsmith, said
he was impressed at Smith’s ability to make all the small, rigid parts that compose
his necklaces lie over and move with the body so fluidly.210 Moving parts in
jewelry and other objects were being used to play off of the movement of the
human body, and sometimes the pieces would be allowed to hit one another,
creating sound or reactions (Fig. 58). Scale was also taken into consideration.
Sigurd Persson made rings and bracelets with parts that came very far away from
the body (Fig 59). Texture, specifically the texture one felt while wearing or using
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a piece, was another way of inducing an experience with the piece.211 Lush,
craggy reticulation, rough sand casting, and materials such as fur, paper, and
plastic all invited the touch, especially on objects that one was supposed to touch,
unlike much sculpture (Fig. 60).
Hollowware and flatware pieces from this period were still generally very
austere and geometric, as they had been under the influence of the Bauhaus (Fig.
61). Traditional forms for these kinds of metalwork were not challenged to the
same extent as jewelry for several reasons. Perhaps the most critical reason was
the lack of amateur practitioners, and the relatively small amount of
professionals.212 Jewelry objects can often be made in a day, but hollowware and
flatware can sometimes require a month or more. This—along with the advent of
die stamping, which could produce similar objects in much less time—meant few
people devoted themselves to the construction of containers or utensils. The price
of handmade hollowware and flatware was thus too great for the average
consumer.213 Without a market and without the impetus of artists validating and
pushing the field to new levels, these areas of metalwork continued in a more
traditional vein.
Artistic concepts began to make their way into the consciousness of
metalsmiths working in the forties and fifties. The experience of using a
functional object or of wearing a piece of jewelry was explored to the point of
making the experience of handling metalwork into a Happening. Metalsmiths
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explored mass-culture and the counter-culture, often inadvertently pointing out
the similarities between them. However, metalsmiths were not entirely successful,
at least at this time, at pushing these ideas to the fullest potential present in
metalwork. They tried too hard to make the pieces resemble the paintings and
sculptures of the day to prove that they were just as avant-garde as those artists.
They began to push the idea of what jewelry had been previously, an adornment,
towards a symbiosis with the body and out into the space around the body, but
they were not the ones to push it over the edge. They succeeded, though, in
creating a path for metalsmiths to create functional metalwork while still being
avant-garde. This meant that the people who were to follow would not have to
make sculpture to make themselves into artists.

Conclusion: The New Jewelry Movement and Beyond, 1965-Present

The New Jewelry movement began in the Netherlands during the 1960s.214
It spread quickly to England and then throughout Europe and the United States.
The general milieu of social and political activism, as well as increased prosperity
in Europe and America, were catalysts for the new ideology of theory-based art
metalwork.215 There were new definitions created for what metalwork could be,
such as form experimentations, body art, and even performance. The New
Jewelers created new names for the objects they were creating as well, in an
attempt to break from the historical forms that had trapped the previous
214
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generations of metalworkers. Neckpiece, jewelry object, head ornament,
container, vessel-form, and other terms freed metalsmiths from the expectations
of their viewers and their own pre-conceived notions of what they were making.
Where previously metalsmiths might think to themselves, “I would like to make a
vase,” and thus inundate their minds with classic vase forms, they could now
think to themselves, “I would like to make a vessel” and be free to make any form
they felt appropriate.
Often attributed to the academicization of metalsmithing that started in the
post-World War II era, The New Jewelry movement is characterized by the
outrageous.216 Artistic expression is the main goal of the metalworkers who
subscribe to the ideals of this movement. This has resulted in a jewelry that is
impractical, if not completely unwearable (Fig. 62). Hollowware and flatware,
quick to catch up to jewelry’s avant-garde style, became similarly disposed to the
non-functional (Fig. 63). Irony and humor are common in New Jewelry pieces,
and serve as a release from the traditional seriousness of metalworking. In every
aspect of their work New Jewelry metalsmiths strive to break with preconceived
notions of metalwork.217
The Dutch partnership of Emmy van Leersum and Gijs Bakker started in
the late 1960s, and marks the start of the idea making a movement out of the
transformation of metalsmithing.218 Impressive for many reasons, the two have
been extraordinarily influential from their very first pieces. Their aesthetic tastes
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show a great deal of machine-like precision, an influence perhaps from NeoConstructivism, as well as Dadaist and Surrealist type playfulness with image and
ideas (Fig. 64 and 65). Van Leersum and Bakker used whatever materials they felt
were the best to achieve the goals of their design, without thought to the fact that
metalsmithing ought to be precious.219 This had been one of the overarching
principles of Moholy-Nagy’s metalsmithing workshop at the Bauhaus. Pop art
was another strong influence on New Jewelry, and the ideas of kitsch, mass
media, and mass-produced goods were common themes.220 Gijs Bakker, at the
2005 Society of North American Goldsmiths (SNAG) conference, stated that he
and Emmy were “accidental jewelers,” and that in reality they were not artists or
craftspeople, but designers, yet their work was often of a personal nature, made
specifically to fit one person. Bakker, for example, made several personal pieces
for van Leersum (Fig. 4). 221 These works are jewelry and art at the same time,
contributing to the conversation in the art world in new and meaningful ways, as
well as expanding upon the techniques and practices of the modern craftsperson.
Many of the metalsmiths from the second half of the twentieth century are
still working today. Their names are too many to list here. Their work, careers
and impact are also much better recorded in books, articles, and interviews than
their immediate predecessors’. These metalsmiths are hugely influential in the art
metalsmithing world and many are even now professors as well as exhibiting
artists. The concepts of the New Jewelry movement are still a central focus in
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today’s metalwork. Some scholars are beginning to say that this is the end of the
New Jewelry era, and that the revolutionaries, now being much more accepted in
the mainstream, are beginning to reign in their experimentation. Metalsmiths are
beginning to learn the ways in which they can meld their artistic ideas with the
history and tradition of craft and functionality. The majority of current work is
less rebellious in regards to tradition and utility; it strives instead for an elegance
of expression and a sense of seriousness. The humor, irony, and whimsy
characteristic of the New Jewelry movement are no longer felt to be necessary to
jolt viewers from their preconceived notions of metalwork. The metalsmithing
field is currently a vital and growing one, with annual conferences in the United
States and Europe, increasing interest from and in the metalsmiths of Asia,
magazines geared specifically to metalwork as well as the crafts, and an
increasing amount of money available for the education and continued learning of
metalsmiths.

Final Remarks
The main issues for metalsmiths, and in fact most artists following the
Bauhaus era, have been mass production, materialism, and artistic credibility.
Whether an artist can design a piece with the intention of having it mass-produced
by factory workers and machines and still classify that object as art is an
important question. This issue was perhaps first raised by the Dadists and the
concept of ready-mades, but the Bauhaus’ strong concentration on mass
production focused the argument from unique objects made from mass-produced
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components to just mass production. For metalsmiths this issue is more significant
because fine craftsmanship has long been a traditional value in the medium. It is
often said that mass produced metalwork does not have the levels of quality and
care in manufacture that a work of art ought to have. Beyond that, however, is the
simple fact that an artwork is generally considered to be a unique piece, that the
artist instills in whatever she is making a sense of spirit that cannot be put in place
by a machine. Examples of these issues in so-called “fine art” range from
examples of Marcel Duchamp’s ready-mades, Robert Rauschenberg’s Factum I
and II paintings, and Claes Oldenburg’s The Store. In the area of metalsmithing,
where the pieces being made have traditionally been luxury goods, the debate
became even more heated. The Arts and Crafts ideal of creating art for the masses
continued to be popular among artists, especially those with a political bent, yet
the idea that the artist has the means of tapping into something larger than herself,
creating a piece that no one else could, conflicts with that idea. This was a critical
problem for the artist in the Arts and Crafts movement, and has set the tone for
many of the philosophical debates within the metalsmithing community.
The trend in metalsmithing towards art and away from traditional forms
has been long, and there are still many more issues to work out. The place and
importance of each element of metalsmithing—craft, design, and art—have yet to
be fully discussed and defined in the realm of the crafts as fine art. Like the
painters put in the Salon de Refusé, metalsmiths in the twentieth century up to
today are in the process of redefining what they do in the face of a world that does
not entirely agree that there needs to be a change. There certainly has not been
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adequate discussion of the role of handmade, artistic metalsmithing. Even this
paper does not supply enough information for a complete review, though it
certainly helps. It is left to future metalsmiths to answer accusations that hand
metalwork is an anachronism and that attempting to transform craft into art inserts
academic discussions into a field that has achieved greatness through utility. It is
left to twenty-first century metalsmiths to develop a strong enough sense of self to
provide a definition for what it means to be a metalsmith making one-of-a-kind
handmade art objects.
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Appendix A: Catalogue of Illustrations
Fig. 1
coffee pot, 1920s
silver and wood
in the collection of the
Bauhaus-Archiv,
Berlin

Fig. 2
Friedrich Becker
ring, 1971
white gold
collection unknown

Fig. 3
Christoph Zellweger
Commodity Chain
E66, 1997
expanded polystyrene,
plastic, silicone
collection unknown
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Fig. 4
Gijs Bakker
Profile of Emmy van
Leersum, 1974
stainless steel
in the collection of
Gijs Bakker

Fig. 5
Harlan W. Butt
Earth Beneath our
Feet #6, 2000
silver, enamel, copper
7 x 7 x 7 in.
unknown collection

Fig. 6
Gijs Bakker
Holysport, Praha der
Star Brooch, 1998
silver, computer
manipulated
photograph,
plexiglass
unknown collection
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Fig. 7
Max Fröhlich
Pendant, 1970
Electirical wire,
plastic coating
12 x 12 cm
unknown collection

Fig. 8
Keith A. Lewis
Building of Self, 2003
silver, gold, wood,
lucite
2 1/2 x 2 1/2 in.
unknown collection

Fig. 9
Kalo Shop
water pitcher, 1910
silver
in the collection of the
Art Intsitute of
Chicago
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Fig. 10
John Pearson
charger, 1898
copper
in the Albert Dawson
Collection

Fig. 11
Robert Jarvie
three-arm
candelabrum, 1905
brass
unknown collection

Fig. 12
Richard Riemershmid
Candelabra, 1898
Brass
In the collection of
the Victoria and
Albert Museum,
London
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Fig. 13
René Lalique
Sycamore hair comb,
1903
horn and gold
in the collection of the
Bayerisches National
Museum, Munich

Fig. 14
Ernst Riegel
Goblet, 1903
silver, gilded silver,
uncut opals
in the collection of the
Stadtmuseum,
Munich

Fig. 15
Henry van de Velde
tea service, 1905
silver, wood
in the collection of the
Karl-Ernst-Osthaus
Museum, Hagen
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Fig. 16
Naum Slutzky
box, 1920
copper, galvanized
inside
16 x 16 cm
in the collection of the
Buahaus-Archiv,
Berlin

Fig. 17
Naum Slutzky
bracelet, 1931
chrome-plated silver
4.1 x 18.7 cm
in the collection of the
Museum für Kunst
und Gewerbe,
Hamburg

Fig. 18
Marianne Brandt
teapot, 1924
silver, ebony
in the collection of the
Bauhaus-Archiv,
Berlin
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Fig. 19
Joseph Albers
fruit bowl, 1924
glass, silver plated
brass, plastic
in the collection of the
Bauhaus-Archiv,
Berlin

Fig. 20
tea and coffee service,
late 1920s
silver and ebony
in the collection of the
Bauhaus-Archiv,
Berlin

Fig 21
Cartier, New York
Tutti Frutti Bracelet,
1926
platinum, diamonds,
emeralds, sapphires,
rubies
collection unknown
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Fig. 22
Cartier
Signet ring
platinum and
diamonds
collection unknown

Fig. 23
Van Cleef and Arpels
ring, 1940
rubies, diamonds and
gold
collection unknown

Fig. 24
Boucheron
corsage ornament,
1925
lapis, coral, jade,
onyx, diamante,
turquoise, diamond,
platinum, gold
in the collection of the
Victoria and Albert
Museum, London
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Fig. 25
Paul Flato
Shooting Stars
bracelet, 1939
platinum, diamonds
in the collection of
Mrs. Peter Otoway
Smithers
Fig. 26
Paul Flato
Nuts and Bolts, 1940
gold
in the Gilbert
Collection, London

.

Fig. 27
Janet Payne Bowles
Chalice, 1925-1931
silver
10 x 5 1/4 x 5 1/2
in the collection of the
Indianapolis Museum
of Art, Indianapolis
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Fig. 28
Janet Payne Bowles
Fork, 1925-1931
silver
9 x 1 5/8 x 5/8
in the collection of the
Indianapolis Museum
of Art, Indianapolis

Fig. 29
Marie Zimmermann
Enameled Box, 1922
silver, jade, enamel,
gold
7 x 41/2 x 4 1/6
in the collection of the
Historical Design
Collection, Inc., New
York

Fig. 30
Sam Kramer
Drip man brooch
silver
3 3/4 in. high
in the collection of
Joanne and Fred
Doloresco
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Fig. 31
Francisco Rebajes
Guitar brooch
silver plated base
metal
3 1/8 x 1 in.
in the collection of
Marbeth Schon

Fig. 32
Francisco Rebajes
Amoeba brooch,
1945-1950
silver
7.8 x 6.5 x 1.4 cm
in the collection of the
Montreal Museum of
Decorative Arts,
Montreal

Fig. 33
Margret Craver
teapot, 1936
silver, gabon ebony
5 1/2 x 9 1/4 x 5 in.
in the collection of the
Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston
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Fig. 34
Margaret de Patta
pin, 1940
gold, topaz, citrines,
pearls
1 3/4 x 3 1/2 in.
in the collection of the
Oakland Museum,
Oakland

Fig. 35
Margaret de Patta
brooch, 1948
silver, quartz
4.8 x 8.4 x 1.9 cm.
in the collection of the
Montreal Museum of
Decorative Arts,
Montreal

Fig. 36
Margaret de Patta
brooch, 1950
white gold, silver,
amber, coral,
malachite, onyx, moss
agate
4.3 x 8 cm
in the collection of the
Oakland Museum,
Oakland

Fig. 37
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Mary Kessell
pendent, 1961
gold, diamonds
in the collection of the
Worshipful Company
of Goldsmiths,
London

Fig. 38
Salvador Dalí
Ruby Lips with Teeth
like Pearls, 1958
gold, rubies, pearls
3.2 x 4.8 cm
in the collection of
The Gala-Salvador
Dalí Foundation,
Figueres

Fig. 39
Karel Niehorster
brooch, 1972
collection unknown

Fig. 40
Peter Skubic
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demonstration of
Urbrosche, 1977
needle, bandaid
no collection

Fig. 41
Alexander Calder
necklace
brass
collection unknown

Fig. 42
Max Ernst
Head with Horns,
pendant, 1959
gold
18 x 11.4 cm
in the collection of
Ateliers Hugo, Aixen-Provence
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Fig. 43
Alexander Calder
Cirucus, 1926-1931
in the collection of the
Whitney Museum,
New York

Fig. 44
Alexander Calder
various pieces of
jewelry, c. 1930
collection unknown

Fig 45
Alexander Calder
earrings and brooch,
ca. 1940
silver
collection unknown

Fig. 46
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Elizabeth Treskow
brooch in the form of
a fish, 1953
gold, sapphire, pearl,
diamonds
3/4 in high
in the collection of the
Victoria and Albert
Museum, London
Fig. 47
Peter Macchairini
Dancer Brooch
silver, brass, copper
4 1/4 x 2 1/4
collection unknown

Fig. 48
Paul Lobel
Stradivarious brooch,
1945
silver
11.8 x 3 x 1.2 cm
in the collection of
Michelle Fine

Fig. 49
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Art Smith
brooch
brass
5 x 3 1/2 in.
collection unknown

Fig. 50
Earl Pardon
brooch, 1952
silver, coral
collection unknown

Fig. 51
Hermann Jünger
pendant, 1957
gold, enamel,
moonstones, rubies,
sapphires
3.8 x 4.5 cm
in the collection of the
Museum für
Kunsthandwerk,
Frankfurt

Fig. 52
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Elisabeth Treskow
neck ornament, 1967
gold, gemstones
collection unknown

Fig. 53
Harry Bertoia
Hatpin, 1943
silver, glazed
stoneware
7.5 x 9.2 x 4.7 cm
in the collection of the
Montreal Museum of
Decorative Arts,
Montreal

Fig. 54
E. R. Nele
collar, 1957
gold
1 3/4 in high
in the collection of the
Victoria and Albert
Museum, London
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Fig. 55
Sam Kramer
brooch, 1958
gold, silver, ivory,
garnet, tourmaline,
coral, glass
8.8 cm high
in the collection of the
Museum of Art and
Design, New York

Fig. 56
Ed Weiner
earrings, 1949
silver
6.7 x 1.7 x1.8 cm.
in the collection of the
Montreal Museum of
Decorative Arts,
Montreal

Fig. 57
merry renk
Pillbox
silver, plique-à-jour
enamel
in the collection of
merry renk
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Fig. 58
Harry Bertoia
earrings, 1948
brass
7.4 x 7 cm
in the collection of the
Montreal Museum of
Decorative Arts,
Montreal

Fig. 59
Sigurd Persson
bracelet
in the collection of the
Nordiska Company

Fig. 60
Olaf Skoogfors
chalice and paten
bronze, gilt silver
collection unknown

Fig. 61
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John Prip
Onion Teapot
silver
6 1/2 x 10 1/2 x 8 1/2
collection unknown

Fig. 62
Pierre Degan
Large Loop, 1982
carbon fiber, nylon,
steel
collection unknown

Fig. 63
Kornelia Hongja
Okim
Pot form—Lotus,
1974
silver, rabbit fur
7 x 10 in.
collection unknown
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Fig. 64
Emmy van Leersum
bracelet, 1971
aluminum
3 in.
collection unknown

Fig. 65
Gijs Bakker
Dewdrop Collar,
1983
plastic coated
photograph
60 cm diameter
collection unknown
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